That Comfortable Word ‘Growth’

The old problem of establishing canons of selection and settling who determines them has been ‘solved’ by abolishing selection altogether. Everything now goes in, as if in answer to the familiar question in children’s examinations, ‘Tell all you know about X.’


The essence of the problem of ‘the destiny of capitalism in Russia’ is often presented as though prime importance attaches to the question: how fast? (i.e., how fast is capital developing?) Actually, however, far greater importance attaches to the question: how exactly? And to the question: where from? (i.e., what was the nature of the pre-capitalist economic system in Russia?)

V.I. Lenin (1899)

The jacket blurb on volume one of The Cambridge History of Capitalism announces that, ‘[s]tarting with its distant origins in ancient Babylon, successive chapters trace its progression up to the “Promised Land” of capitalism in America.’ The biblical gloss to this marketing gambit cannot help but remind one of the parishioner who, in the wake of criticism of the literal truth of the Bible and the Darwinian challenges to Genesis, told her minister that she ‘found great support in “that comfortable word Mesopotamia”.’ And so does repeating ‘growth’ for our Cambridge authors who demonstrate no surer understanding of capitalism than the old dear had of a place name. The eighteenth-century preacher, George Whitefield - who could make congregations laugh or cry by how he pronounced ‘Mesopotamia’ - had nothing on the effect induced by the contributors as they evade ‘capitalism’ by intoning that comfortable word ‘growth’. Their promotional summary continues:

Adopting a wide geographical coverage and comparative perspective, the international team of authors discuss the contribution of Greek, Roman, and Asian civilisations to the development of capitalism, as well as the Chinese, Indian and Arab empires. They determine what features of modern capitalism were present at each time and place, and why the various precursors of capitalism did not survive. Looking at the eventual success of medieval Europe and the examples of city-states in northern Italy and the Low Countries, the authors address how British mercantilism led to European imitations and American successes, and ultimately, how capitalism became global.

Putting aside the thought that capitalism might have been born that way, we can comfort ourselves that the first of the volume’s thirty tables is of ‘Mediterranean shipwrecks datable


2 ‘How it really was’, Ancient History Evidence and Models, Pimlico, London, 2000, p. 61. My use of this quotation began as a slap at the Cambridge effort but has become a backhander for my review.


within hundred-year ranges, graphed according to an equal probability of sinking in any year during the date range for each wreck.’ (p. 49) With such guides, the titanic task of locating the black box\(^5\) of ‘capitalism’ is in safer hands than the quest for Malaysian Airlines flight 370 as we trawl an arc from co-editor Larry Neal’s ’Introduction’ across eight of the eighteen chapters in hope of encountering an account of what distinguishes capital within capitalism.\(^6\)

By way of introduction

This review essay casts the Cambridge History against Marx’s critique of political economy through re-readings of Capital to detect the indicators he gave as to ‘how exactly?’ the revolution in capital erupted, after which the capitalist mode became possible without guaranteeing its survival. The inquiry proceeds from provisional conclusions regarding that revolution, drawing on the scholarly literature that circles but mostly evades that question. One aim, therefore, is to get out from under a stack of ‘conventional wisdoms’, identified by J.K. Galbraith as ‘the ideas which are esteemed at any time for their acceptability.’\(^7\) Clichés abound in accounts of the origins of capitalism, with variants found across the political spectrum; several flourish among Marxists whose attempts remain as gestural as those from bourgeois ideologues who either make one element represent the whole or toss wage-labour, credit, factories and steam-engines into a pot after the manner of the witches in Macbeth, Act 4, sc I:

\[\text{Surge in trade, divided skill,} \]
\[\text{Navvy’s spade, exchange of bill,} \]
\[\text{Engine’s steam, and low piece-rate} \]
\[\text{Goldsmith’s loan and factory gate} \]
\[\text{For a mode of powerful trouble.} \]
\[\text{Like a hell-broth boil and bubble.} \]

No recipe of traits, prerequisites and causes\(^8\) will explain a putative industrial revolution, let alone the revolution in capital.

A complete account of that revolution is beyond the scope of even so baggy a monster as this review but would integrate the following: the formal and actual subsumptions of wage-labour into capital; the centralisation of ownership/control with the concentration of resources, both accelerated by ‘the development of the credit system’;\(^9\) the maximising of exploitation by see-sawing the extraction of absolute and relative surplus value, with consequent shifts in capital’s organic composition. These elements take effect through individual and socialised capitals, the former most likely family businesses or partnerships whereas the latter revived after the relaxation of the post-Bubble limits on the formation of joint-stock companies\(^10\) whose directors gained the protection of limited liability in the late 1850s.\(^11\) At the start of the era of

\(^5\) ‘Once upon a time the organisation of the firm … was a black box. Into this box went labour and capital and out came products. Some venturesome economists have wondered what the black box contained.’ Armen A. Alchian and Suzan Woodward, ‘The Firm is Dead: Long Live the Firm’, Journal of Economic Literature, 26 (1), March 1988, p. 65.

\(^6\) For the distinctions between capital across the millennia and capital-within-capitalism see my ‘Re-finining capital’. Unless otherwise stated, my writings are accessible on www.surplusvalue.org.au


monopolising capitals around 1880, the unchartered corporation ceased being illegal to prove the exemplar of ‘socialised’ capital,\(^{12}\) lauded by Henry B. du Pont as ‘[t]he greatest invention of them all.’\(^{13}\)

‘Social (aggregate) capital’ is of a different order and is in no sense a third way of organising capital but rather is the way in which capital exists in the capitalist mode. In short: social capital is capitalism.\(^{14}\) It is the object of Marx’s critique of political economy throughout *Capital* and nowhere more so than in his analysis of the interlocking circuits of money-, production-, and commodity-capitals, their asymmetrical turnover times operating through supply chains for raw materials, semi-finished goods, ancillaries, finance and marketing. ‘Aggregate’ has to be inserted to rescue Marx’s ‘social capital’ from association with community building. Sociability is a subordinate part in his account of social capital, appearing in the co-operation of wage-slaves at the point of production.\(^{15}\) However, ‘aggregate’ is itself misleading since social capital is not determined by adding up individual and socialised ones. It is a totality, not a sum total.

Because all capital is accumulated labour, capital is made social because its expansion is subject to the socially necessary costs of reproducing labour-power and socially necessary labour-times, for which money provides a universal equivalent.\(^{16}\) Value and price are determined socially when new methods of production requiring lesser amounts of labour-time push down the value present in each unit, and reduce the price of unsold stock and then of future output. This pressure is one of the means by which competition enforces an average rate of profit, causing capital to move away from investments giving lesser rates of return. The tendential law of the rate of profit to fall does not befall this or that firm or sector but arises with excess capacity across the economy, that is, in social capital.

Before the ‘general glut’ of 1857, the law of value and social capital had advanced asymptotically,\(^{17}\) and more or less in tandem, without either having reached ‘full development’ around the globe, which, as Marx reaffirmed, ‘depends on definite historical pre-conditions ... a society in which large-scale industrial production and free competition obtain.’\(^{18}\) Nearly 160 years on, not all the world’s individual capitals are captured by the circuits of social capital, and a scatter are never likely to be. Money, equipment and commodities circulate through peripheral societies such as in the highlands of New Guinea or New Age communities, their fate decided within the world system of capital-within-capitalism without their as yet being constituents of that form.

Notwithstanding the power present in these features of ‘social capital’, like ‘History’, it does nothing. Only the real living personifications of capital can expropriate surplus value, realise as much of it as possible into ‘profit’, and then accumulate some of that to expand the individual and socialised capitals that they manage while the state, as the executive committee of the bourgeoisie, holds custody of social capital.

---


18 Marx, *CCPE*, p. 60.
Refining ‘capital’
The preliminary task is to redeem the concept of capital-within-capitalism from the thicket of quasi- and pseudo-definitions of capitalism19 whose propagators are smart enough never to broach a definition of ‘capital’.20 José Luis Cardoso’s chapter on “The political economy of rising capitalism” does not so much as limn the multiplication of meanings given to ‘capital’ in the three hundred years before the volume’s cut-off date of 1848, shifts which register changes in practice. Exercises in etymology are child’s play compared with discerning how those activities affected vocabularies. The earlier spellings of ‘capital’ and ‘stocke’ do not need to be afflicted with (sic) to remind us that the past is another economy. A financial sense of ‘capital’ entered English via book-keeping primers translated from the Italian after 1540s to appear in Congreve’s Dictionary (1611) as ‘all what a man possesseth; whether Money, Wares, Debts due to us, or the like.’ Before 1800, two changes had emerged: first, a distinction was being drawn between the stock/capital of nations and that of individuals or firms; and secondly, production had been added to distribution, indicative of the rise of processors alongside the merchantiser. Among the Mercantilists, ‘Capital Stock’ still emphasised the money risked in a merchant’s venture. In keeping with the Physiocrat’s notion of agriculture as the sole source of additional wealth, they thought of the nation’s capital stock in terms of the powers of the soil.21 Adam Smith identified wealth with productive labour, breaking thereby both from the Mercantilist equation of wealth with money held as a store of bullion garnered from favourable balances of trade, and from the Physiocratic ‘superstition’ that the labour applied to nature alone could bring forth ‘net product’. His advance foreshadows the one that Marx makes between the miser who hoards and the capitalist who augments his wealth by throwing it back to expand.22 In 1827, Thomas Malthus defined capital as that segment of stock used for profit rather than personal consumption.23

Before another word on the course of the revolution in capital that these variations represent, a few words about definitions are called for since one complaint throughout this review will be that none of the contributors offers a definition of capital and only co-editor Larry Neal attempts to define capitalism. The others associate capitalism with some combination of growth, industrialisation and markets, also ill-defined. Resort to ‘capitalistic’ is to throw dust into the eyes of the blind to make them see. Other terms float by with little thought of the sense in which they are being used: nation-state, money, price-signals, profit, rent and value. The difficulties in arriving at dictionary-style definitions are shared by all who venture onto this field.24 Who is encouraged by Marx’s spreading his definition of ‘capital’ across 4,000 pages?25 However, it is one thing to seek and fail, and another to pretend that there is no need to think one’s way through how it might to be possible to isolate the capital that exists only within capitalism. Worse still is to cultivate avoidance as a fine art.

---

22 Marx, Capital, I, Everyman pp. 114-5 and 138-9; Penguin, pp. 231-2 and 254; Moscow, pp. 133-4 and 153.
24 No more will be said here on the utility of definitions than to mention to my ‘Capital re-defined’ and a very rough draft on ‘Dialectics and/or definitions?’
Neal admits that since ‘capitalism’ as a term began with the system’s critics, ‘the connotation is nearly always negative.’ (p. 1) Its reputation had never been lower than in the early 1940s after delivering two world wars, fascism and yet another depression to overfill a black-book of monstrosities. To fight back, the U.S. National Association of Manufacturers spent two million dollars on market research to come up with a shinier brand: ‘free enterprise’.26 That PR campaign had its academic counterpart in the dismissal as unscholarly of certain terms ending in ‘-ism’: imperialism and fascism.27 The inability of the Cambridge authors to refine their uses of capital or capitalism therefore is no quirk but expresses a residual ideology. It is far safer to take ‘capital’ for granted than to characterise a regime of exploitation and mayhem.

How many of the contributors retain even a passive memory of the 1960s controversies between scholars at Cambridge in the U.K. and Cambridge, Massachusetts, over the meaning of capital? A U.S. participant in that dispute reports that, in the United States, mainstream economics goes on as if the controversy had never occurred. Macroeconomics textbooks discuss ‘capital’ as if it were a well-defined concept – which it is not, except in a very special one-capital-good world (or under other unrealistically restrictive conditions). The problems of heterogeneous capital goods have also been ignored in the ‘rational expectations revolution’ and in virtually all econometric work.28 More economic historians prefer to spice literary evidence with ‘the spurious consistency of poor data’29 than build their investigations from articulating the specifics of capital-within-capitalism.

Contra-history

… historical materialism is simply the self-knowledge of capitalist society.

Georg Lukacs (1919).30

Also in order are a few words to distinguish historical materialism from narratives about the past.31 In *Capital*, Marx re-forges the links between the conceptual and the historical by severing both from the bourgeois practice of extracting generalities out of story-telling. His chapter on ‘The Working Day’, for instance, is misunderstood as narrative when, on the contrary, its details make sense only through the insights gained from the preceding chapters on the commodity and surplus value. Engagement of the conceptual with the empirical is one face of how Marx and Engels redefine ‘historical’ to answer ‘how exactly?’ Marx looks upon preparedness to distinguish between modes of production, and then to delineate the phases within them, as essential for scientific analysis, mocking failure to do so as a ‘very rewarding method – for


29 Quoted George Grantham, ‘Agricultural Supply during the Industrial Revolution: French Evidence and European Implications’, *Journal of Economic History*, 49 (1), March 1989, p. 69; rare indeed is it for authors to proceed far before warning of the imperfect numbers upon which their hypotheses must be constructed.


stilted, sham-scientific, highfaluting ignorance and intellectual laziness.32 Evolutions punctuated by revolution are marks of his critique of political economy in which he shows that capital is neither eternal, natural nor universal.33 Impermanence applies no less to his method in which the conceptual is always open to changes, whereas Proudhon, has not perceived that economic categories are only abstract expressions of these actual relations and only remain true while these relations exist. He therefore falls into the error of the bourgeois economists, who regard these economic categories as eternal and not as historical laws which are only laws for a particular historical development, for a definite development of the productive forces. Instead, therefore, of regarding the political-economic categories as abstract expressions of the real, transitory, historic social relations, Monsieur Proudhon, thanks to a mystic inversion, sees in the real relations only embodiments of these abstractions.34

In a later discussion, Marx contends that the division of labour strikingly demonstrates how even the most abstract categories, despite their validity in all epochs – precisely because they are abstractions – are equally a product of historical conditions even in the specific form of abstraction, and they retain their full validity only for and within the framework of these conditions.35 Marx sneers at the ‘stupid economist’ for whom ‘[t]he reproduction on an extended scale is inseparably connected … with accumulation, the capitalist form of this reproduction’, lashing out once more against the ideologues’ failure to see the capitalist mode as transitory/historical. Their myopia leaves them unable to perceive why the revolution in capital means that, henceforth, ‘[a]ccumulation merely presents as a continuous process what in primary accumulation appears as a distinct historical process, as the process of the emergence of capital and as a transition from one mode of production to another.36

Historical materialists are not distinguished by taking backward glances at human action but by a revolutionary approach to interpreting the links from the past, through the present and onto the future. Marx’s critique of political economy spells an end to narrative history no less than to speculative philosophising. Dazzling as is his The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte (1852), it was but a stepping stone towards his substantiating the Manifesto’s assertion that ‘[t]he history of all hitherto existing society is the history of class struggles.’37 Engels added weight to their claim with The Peasant Wars in Germany, and Marx did more with Wage-Labour and Capital (1849), despite his inability at that point to distinguish labour-power from labour, a ‘crucial’ contribution to political economy and hence to historical materialism as a weapon for proletarian self-emancipation.38 Capital is more than an application of the historical materialism that Marx and Engels developed in the 1840s to settle accounts with their ‘former philosophical conscience’, as Marx put in the ‘Preface’ to his Contribution to a Critique of Political Economy in 1859. Capital is

34 Karl Marx to P.V. Annenkov, Selected Correspondence, 1950, 28 December 1846, p. 45, cf. p. 47; for more on Proudhon, Marx, M-ECW, vol. 6, 1976, pp. 105-212.
also a critique of the schematics and suppressions of that Preface,\(^{39}\) and an advance on even the Contribution’s abandoned Introduction which gives the lie to every allegation that Marx was a mechanical determinist, let alone a technological one.\(^{40}\) In promoting A Contribution, Engels re‐enforced the Introduction’s relegation of the Preface while pointing to his comrade’s method as ‘indeed nothing but the historical method, only stripped of the historical form and diverting chance occurrences.’\(^{41}\) Its logical component arose from a double critique, the first of Hegel’s Logic, the second of that ‘mighty thinker’s’\(^{42}\) deployment of narratives in The Phenomenology of Spirit to resolve conceptual difficulties, a move which left a matrix for Marx to remould in achieving his breakthroughs after the mid‐1850s. Just as his concepts elevate the historical into historical materialism so does his analysis of the evidence preserve his concepts from abstractness to out‐Ranke Ranke at fact‐grubbing while spurning the metaphysics and biases lurking in his ‘how it really was.’ Similarly, when Lenin insists on ‘how exactly?’, he is seeking the conceptual clarity needed to advance our relative knowledge towards the unobtainable pinnacle of objective truth.\(^{43}\) Capital carries Marx’s practice of historical materialism towards the ‘luminous summits’ of science,\(^{44}\) which he scales by not producing a work of history as practiced by even the finest of bourgeois thinkers who had killed off chronicling ‘the past’ during the previous 200 and more years.\(^{45}\) To herald the demise of bourgeois history, Marx garners the advances proffered by its founders. His new science surpasses Vico’s recognition of institutional conflicts as endogenous drivers to reveal how class contradictions would generate general crises; he extends the scepticism of Voltaire and Gibbon about superstition and Popery to a criticism of property and the state; upon the Scottish Enlightenment’s four stages of production he projects three more, starting from capitalism before traversing socialism to end with communism.

The Past is bunk, and History less so, whereas historical materialism is worth more than that tinkerer Henry Ford’s curse only when we Marxists grapple with how our species continues to remake itself through ‘the struggle for production, the class struggle and scientific experiment’,\(^ {46}\) that is, for the inextricable trio of existence, power and knowledge.

Revolution?

… history professors … hate a revolution … because they feel it is lawless, incoherent, irrelevant – in a word, unhistoric …

Thomas Mann.\(^ {47}\)

‘Revolution’ means either a return to the point of departure or an overturning. The first sense can be perpetual motion but the latter surely loses momentum if it takes the 400 years implied in the debate about a ‘transition’ from feudalism to capitalism.\(^ {48}\) In dealing with the arrival of capital-

\(^{39}\) Arthur M. Prinz, ‘Background and Ulterior Motive for Marx’s “Preface” of 1859’, Journal of the History of Ideas, January‐March 1969, 30 (1), pp. 437‐450; Prinz is mistaken to claim that Marx never mentions ‘class’.

\(^{40}\) Marx, CPPE, p. 22.

\(^{41}\) Engels in Marx, CPPE, p. 225.

\(^{42}\) Marx, Capital, I, Everyman, p. lix; Penguin, p. 103; Moscow, p. 20.


\(^{44}\) For the opposing views, Daniel Little, The Scientific Marx, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 1986, chapter 2.


within-capitalism, historical materialists give ‘revolution’ precedence over ‘transition’. Quantitative changes act as a ‘solvent’ to deposit the ‘sediment of previous modes’ during what Marx calls ‘Period One’ in contrast to ‘Period Two’ when capital has become ‘the production of its own reproduction’. Here is the revolution in capital. Elsewhere, he contends that the switch to the capitalist mode ‘takes place in two different ways’, one is ‘the really revolutionary way’ while the other cannot bring about an ‘overthrow of the old mode by itself, but rather preserves and retains it as its own precondition’. The second way can contribute to the ‘overthrow’ only because the other is present as the driving force. 

Although in no sense radicals, the present Cambridge crew have not erased ‘revolution’ to match their treatment of capitalism as a chronic evolution. They are not in flight from the very word ‘revolution’ as were the generations reeling from the survival of the Soviet Union and the spread of anti-capitalist regimes to a third of the earth’s surface and people, a mentality which flared again during the approaches to the bi-centenary of the French Revolution. Unable to deny the enormity of the changes after 1770, bourgeois propagandists avoid the revolution in capital by hitching their careers to chemical, commercial, consumer, financial, industrious or military revolutions, when they are not enthralled by ‘Industrial Revolution’ as apotheosised by David S. Landes in The Unbound Prometheus (1968).

A remaking as protracted as the one commonly labeled the ‘industrial revolution’ is better thought of as a run of processes to be grouped under the rubric ‘industrialisation’. A multitude of transitions criss-crossed the field of technology. Improvements to spinning equipment involved incremental shifts across more than forty years from the jenny to a self-acting mule; similarly, it took almost a century for the fuel-guzzling Newcomen ‘fire-engine’ to be replaced by ones fitted with Watt’s ‘sun-and-planet gear, which converted the reciprocating stroke of the piston into rotary motion and made it possible to drive the wheels of industry’; turning vitriol into a bleaching powder for textiles took fifty years. These transitions were

49 Marx, TS-V, III, 1971, p. 491; Marx, CCPE, p. 211; Marx, Capital, III, 1981, pp. xli and 689; Penguin, pp. 91 and 775; Moscow, pp. 9 and 624.
paralleled by the reskilling of operatives, such as the London clock-makers who joined Boulton and Watt to develop precision engineering in Manchester.\(^{60}\) The transitions in legal and financial instruments and practices, such as bills-of-exchange\(^ {61}\) and mortgages to get around the entail of estates,\(^ {62}\) merit no less attention. Even if a run of such advances might be spoken of as revolutionary inside its own domain, they are no more than tributaries to the revolution in capital.

**Industrial**

To critique the ideology lurking in ‘Industrial Revolution’ requires historical materialists to see why industrial connotes capitalist, as much as it does manufacture. Marx’s understanding of ‘industrial’ could not have been further from the one that prevails today. The chapter in *Capital* headed ‘The Genesis of the Industrial Capitalist’ is unabashed: ‘In the strict sense the farmer is just as much an industrial capitalist as the manufacturer.’ Farmers had been the subject of previous chapters on ‘The Genesis of the Capitalist Farmer’ and ‘Impact of the Agricultural Revolution on Industry. The Creation of a Home Market for Industrial Capital’. Marx gives corn-growing as an example of the rate of surplus-value. His chapter on ‘Machinery and Large-Scale Industry’ concludes with their impacts on agriculture, having already noted how ‘the revolution in cultivation had led to the introduction of the industrial system’ on the land.\(^ {63}\) When discussing ground rent, he explains how the landlord can extract that ‘monopoly tax’ from ‘the industrial capitalist, the farmer’.\(^ {64}\)

To recognise farmers as industrial capitalists is not to equate the condition of their landlords with that of capitalist processors since ‘the monopoly of landed property is a historical precondition for the capitalist mode of production and remains its permanent foundation …’\(^ {65}\) That circumstance yields ground rent, an ‘excess profit’ which ‘flows not into the pocket of the capitalist [farmer] but into that of the landowner since it is the landowner who represents this natural basis.’\(^ {66}\) Furthermore, the landlord is shielded against the full force of ‘competition between capitals’ that would otherwise ‘reduce the value of agricultural products to their cost-price’ because an equalisation of the rates of return on investment takes effect only to the extent that all the conditions of production are either directly created by capital or are equally – elementally – at its disposal as if it had created them. With land this is not the case, because *landed property* exists and capitalist production starts its career on the presupposition of *landed property* … All that capital can do is to subject agriculture to the conditions of capitalist production. But it cannot deprive *landed property* of its hold on that part of the agricultural product which capital could appropriate …

This condition compensates to a degree for the fact that ‘labour expended farms is relatively less productive’, a condition which will ‘disappear’, as will inferior soils, thanks to the flow-ons from

---


\(^{63}\) Marx, *Capital*, I, Everyman, pp. 831n. and 778-9; Penguin, p. 914, n.1, and 860-1; Moscow, pp. 750n. and 703; *Capital*, I, Everyman, pp. 217-8; Penguin, pp. 328-9, Moscow, p. 220; *Capital*, I, Everyman, pp. 545-8; Penguin, pp. 636-9; Moscow, pp. 504-7; Everyman, p. 423; Penguin, p. 522; Moscow, pp. 398-9.

\(^{64}\) Marx, *Capital*, III, Penguin, p. 755; Moscow, p. 618; the German has ‘vom industriellen Kapitalisten, dem Pachter’, where Pachter is closer to tenant than to farmer, *Das Kapital*, III, Karl Dietz, Berlin, 1964, pp. 630-1.


metallurgy, chemistry, and transport.\textsuperscript{67} Whether the capital invested in engrossed agriculture before those improvements could become the product of its own reproduction is less than likely, though it became so.

When Marx turns to the sectors now known as ‘Industrial’, he distinguishes handicrafts in guild workshops from \textit{manu}-facture often by outworkers, and both from \textit{machino}-facture in factories. Those three arrangements were not demarcated by ‘hard and fast lines’\textsuperscript{68} anymore than the terms applied to them were bolted onto the tasks undertaken by processors and distributors.\textsuperscript{69} Among the makers of woollen broadcloth, a clothman (later clothier) could be known as a ‘merchant’, though that designation came to be ‘reserved for the Londoners who bought the cloths for resale.’\textsuperscript{70} Around 1770 in Lancashire, ‘the word “manufacturer” meant an organiser of the domestic system (as \textit{verlag}),’\textsuperscript{71} overlapping with a new type of merchant who supplied the raw materials to domestic spinners and weavers; at the same time, ‘manufacturer’ was being used for the factory operative, not the master.\textsuperscript{72} ‘Undertaker’ meant someone who undertook to perform certain tasks, and it too could apply to both sides of the class divide. Marx observed that, into the middle of the nineteenth century, the manufacturer in French silks, as in English hosiery and lace, ‘was a manufacturer only in name. In reality, he was a merchant.’\textsuperscript{73} Francois Crouzet opened his 1983 Cambridge lectures on the ‘First industrialists’ by pointing out that the term ‘industrialist’ did not acquire its current meaning until the 1860s, and for more than 100 years, it, like ‘manufacturer’, had not distinguished Masters from Hands; few writers on the ‘Industrial Revolution’, Crouzet notes, pause to wonder what it says about that phenomenon for it to have arrived without ‘industrialists’.\textsuperscript{74} Given these shifts in usage, should ‘processing’ replace ‘manufacture’ and ‘industrial’ as the generic?

Maxine Berg opens with six pages on the coinage of ‘Industrial Revolution’ but takes no stab at defining ‘industrial’ or ‘manufacture’, and ignores how a machine differs from a tool,\textsuperscript{75} \textit{Manu}-facture can be distinguished from \textit{machino}-facture only if you grasp that distinction.\textsuperscript{76} Given Marx’s friends and foes to reduce his historical dialectics to a technological determinism, he sees how ‘industry’ in the capitalist mode is not decided by technologies but grows out of the ‘concentration’ of resources, including labour, and the

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{68} Marx, \textit{Capital}, I, Everyman, p. 391; Penguin, p. 492; Moscow, p. 371.
\textsuperscript{77} Marx, \textit{Capital}, I, Everyman, pp. 391-98; Penguin, pp. 492-7; Moscow, pp. 371-6.
\end{footnotes}
‘centralisation’ of enterprises for ever more accumulation. 79 ‘Industry’, therefore, covers construction,80 fishing, mining and transport81 as much as it does agriculture and machinery, since ‘mining, agriculture, stock-raising, manufacture, transport, etc. are branches resulting from the social division of labour and as such form particular spheres of investment for industrial capital. 82 Merchant’s capital and money-lending capital are both of a different species since their operatives cannot add value.83

In the absence of concentration and centralisation, simple commodity production and circulation will not install capital-within-capitalism. 84 Although there is never a shortage of individual processors and merchants within the capitalist mode, ‘small-scale capitalism’ is oxymoronic. When scholars nowadays connect agriculture with industry it is likely to be as proto-industrialisation among rural crafts rather than the re-organisation of farming itself. 85 ‘Proto-industrialisation’ has become a digression from thinking through the social relations of simple commodity production, 86 just as ‘Industrial Revolution’ shirks the revolution in capital. 87

The fountainhead of Physiocracy, Francois Quesnay, in his Tableau Economique (1758-9) envisaged an economic system in which all the elements flowed into each to expand with each cycle – which he believed could be achieved through agriculture since only there did nature supply a free gift to the labour applied to the earth. All other economic activities, no matter how necessary to the flows, were ‘sterile’, that is, unproductive of ‘net product’ and, as a consequence, a drain on accumulation. The Physiocrats therefore championed the engrossment of grain-producing farms, the removal of ‘feudal’ obligations (corvée) and an end to state interference in the management of economic activity. 88 In the political domain, they endorsed Absolutism, which they called ‘legal despotism’, much to the amusement of Catherine the Great. 89 On questions of political economy, they had to be radical because French agriculture was so unproductive. Their privileging of agriculture was not retrograde but the essential first step towards Period II. 90

Agriculture got itself expelled from the realms of the industrial because farming suffers from guilt by association with the Physiocrats’ belief that the application of labour-power to nature alone the sum of use-values to leave a ‘net product’ (land rent). 91 Smith’s acceptance of processing as productive labour signaled as novel a departure as the Physiocrats had achieved by shifting the focus of inquiry from distribution to production. Marx sees that the inadequacies in the Physiocrats’ investigations result from ‘the contradictions of capitalist production as it works

82 Marx, Capital, III, Penguin, p. 440; Moscow, p. 323.
83 Marx, Capital, III, Penguin, pp. 431-3; Moscow, pp. 315-7.
85 For an effort to blend the two, Berg, 1985, chapters 3 and 4.
90 Eleuthere Irenee Du Pont de Nemours, son of one of Quesnay’s younger disciples turned apostate in showing how processing need not be ‘sterile’ after fleeing to the United States where he founded a fortune on the production of explosives. His descendants extended operations into chemicals, paints and automobiles, during which the State of Delaware became the state of du Pont, William S. Dutton, Du Pont – One Hundred and Forty Years, Scribners, New York, 1942; Alfred D. Chandler Jr., Strategy and Structure, M.I.T. Press, Boston, 1966, chapters 2 and 3.
its way out of feudal society, and so they can do no more than interpret feudal society itself only in a bourgeois way."92 That condition lingered with Smith retaining several of what Marx called the Physiocrats’ ‘superstitions’.93

Eppur si muove
Irrespective of any challenge advanced in this review, there can be no hesitation about grappling with the core of the Marxian inheritance to explain the genesis of capitalism. Whatever birthdate one gives to that mode, one conclusion is ineluctable: ‘revolution’, in the sense of a complete overthrow, is the antithesis to capitalism’s arrival or for the changes since wrought to the factors of production, the natural environment, belief and behaviour in almost every corner of the globe. Napoleonic armies tore down barriers to freer trade94 so that when Hegel declared the End of History after the Battle of Jena in 1806 he was not prophesying that there would be no more revolutions or wars but rather that all such events would be fought out within the liberal commercial and political orders being set up in England, France and the United States.95 Their onward march might be checked by the Congress of Vienna and under the Metternich system until the early 1850s, yet, just as the Aztec and the Inca had had to bow down before the World Spirit, so would the Moghul, the Manchu and the Mikado, Czar and Grand Turk, Holy Roman Emperor and the Pontifex Maximus himself, wrestle with ‘der “Geist” des Kapitalismus’ at their peril.

The avalanche of details on offer from academe about even the economic concatenations of this new world can overwhelm us. The variety of experiences in space and across time underpins the 1935 despair from that quintessence of liberalism and Warden of New College, Oxford, H.A.L. Fisher, who bled that not even generalisations could be discerned from 3,000 years of European civilisation. He was right to recognise ‘the play of the contingent and the unforeseen’, but not to reduce all human activities to chance outcomes.96 By the mid-1960s, the rise to dominance of the U.S. monopolising corporations and warfare state had underwritten a boom to eclipse all booms, which encouraged David Landes to emerge as the new Pindar for ‘Technological Change and Industrial Development’, a stance which retains Fisher’s resistance to laws but embraces higher-order generalisations. Against a minority with ‘qualms about this worship of material achievement’, Landes was certain that the advantages from the fire that Prometheus stole from the gods would burn ever brighter.97

Lump all the data together and the outcome indeed seems chaotic, with each rhythm disrupted by several exceptions which we cannot sail around by resorting to the cliché that the exception proves the rule – as it does, but in the Scottish sense of meaning to ‘test’, not to ‘establish’. Generalising from the empirical is inadequate. If an inductive approach has value, it is by taking a pattern of exceptions as a key to unlock an inadequate rule, perhaps thereby opening onto a more comprehensive explanation. Genuine exceptions register social conflict which cannot be resolved by smoothing over inconsistencies in the available sources. Disproof, like proof, ‘must be derived from history itself’, that is, from ‘human practice and in the comprehension of this practice.’98

92 Marx, T-SV, I, p. 52.
95 The inability of the intelligentsia on the Left and the Right to understand Hegel’s point has got worse since Francis Fukuyama revived the notion, ‘The End of History!’?, The National Interest, 16, Summer 1989, pp. 3-18, and ‘Reflections on the End of History, Five Years Later’, History and Theory, 34 (2), May 1995, p. 27.
Lenin’s twin criteria for a political strategy in Czarist Russia apply to the pursuit of how capitalism had appeared in the West some hundred years before: ‘how exactly?’ and ‘where from?’99 One reason why the answers about England cannot be exported to Russia is that the revolution in capital around 1800 had installed conditions which meant that their development elsewhere could not duplicate those of the initial ‘take-off’. The injunction to determine ‘how exactly?’ applies at each step in an historical materialist analysis of any topic. The ‘where from?’ carries a double significance for the debate about a ‘transition’ from feudalism to capitalism. First, what do we understand as ‘feudalism’?; secondly, ‘how exactly?’ could the revolution in capital emerge out of the ‘sediment’ from the dissolution of a previous mode? The conventional wisdom among Marxists of ‘a transition from feudalism to capitalism’ maroons those questions. What happened was no mere transition but a revolution. Moreover, capitalism rode on a second slavery, a second serfdom and a novel petty commodity production – not up from feudalism, which had ceased to exist in the West by around 1400 and never governed the serfdoms of Central or East Europe, not even in Eighteenth-century Poland where Absolutism was absent as were a monarchy and the nobility.100 Sweezy couples his recognition that feudalism and serfdom are not necessarily one and the same with the criterion that feudal production is for use while under capitalism it is for exchange.101 To apply this precept to the second serfdoms is far from straightforward since they produced grain for export under three distinctive socio-political regimes in Prussia, Poland and Russia. Czech ironworks were not alone in mixing corvee and forced wage-labour until the 1850s.102 Comparable complexities appear in England where laws that look like feudal leftovers, such as the Statute of Artificers to control entry to the crafts through guilds, had not come into force until 1563. In a Mercantilist rather than a medieval mentality, certain regulations were revived in order to restore the quality of goods so they could compete against imports.103 Serfdom lingered in corners of Scotland till 1799 as did socio-cultural remnants of clans into the 1830s104 while tartans were being commodified to promote the textile industry by cashing in on the Tory nostalgia popularised by Sir Walter Scott. 105

Any sense of incomprehensibility that rises from the volcano of examples does not disprove that a qualitative transformation has taken place across the past 200 years. As Marx puts it: all social laws are tendential.106 Contemporary capitalism, with all its intricacies and oddities, whether in timing and location, is the outcome. To explain its existence remains the glory of historical materialists, providing we address our investigations to ‘how exactly?’ a revolution in capital might come to pass? Those who find capitalism everywhere in the ‘propensity to truck’ of Adam Smith, or those who accept change but only at an incremental pace with a billion twitches transforming the whole without rupturing the system, will never propagate more than the seaweed of footnotes to choke the propeller of science. (Mine serve as a bibliography for the next draft of this project).

102 Myska, 1979, pp. 60-72.
The co-editor speaks

As Cambridge co-editor, Larry Neal feels obliged to engage with capitalism, a risk avoided by almost all his contributors. With digression his preferred approach, he begins from modern economic growth, defined as a sustained rise in per capita income with population growth. The connection between capitalism and modern economic growth was difficult to see in its early stages. Consequently, the spread of both modern economic growth and capitalism after the middle of the nineteenth century was fitful and uneven. (p. 1)

What can one make of this hotchpotch? Were ‘the beneficial effects of modern economic growth’ caused by industrialisation, by the market – or by capitalism itself? Suspecting that his causal chain makes scant sense, Neal goes on to ask: ‘What are the salient features of modern capitalism …?’ Whether or not he is using ‘salient’ to convey prominent or essential, he meanders through the ‘negative’ connotations of ‘the word “capitalism”’ before finding his way to Four elements … common to each variant of capitalism, whatever the specific emphasis:

1 private property rights;
2 contracts enforceable by third parties;
3 markets with responsive prices; and
4 supportive governments. (p. 2)

Not pausing to explain his drift from ‘salient’ to ‘common’, Neal expatiates on this quartet after attaching capital to a miscellany of its material forms:

Each of these elements must deal specifically with capital, a factor of production that is somehow physically embodied, whether in buildings and equipment, or in improvements to land, or in people with special knowledge. (3)

At last, a definition of ‘capital’, we might suppose, until we realise that Neal’s ‘somehow’ spotlights that he has come up with elements ‘common’ to ‘capital’ in any and every mode of production. Oblivious to the need to identify the historically specific form that capital takes within capitalism, he reduces it to enduring physical forms, when it is a metamorphosis of things, processes and social (class) relationships. Neal descends from a long line of bourgeois writers who, as Marx observed, dare ‘not conceive capital as a relation’ since to do so means ‘conceiving it as a historically transitory, i.e., a relative – not an absolute – form of production’.108

Labour: Neal’s gloss on his four-part conspectus restricts labour to specialists and excludes money. That limitation and omission allow him to avoid drawing them together to face the uncomfortable truth about ‘growth’ within the capitalist mode, namely, the augmentation of money-capital from the exploitation of labour. After a brief comment on specialist labour, there comes an outline of turnover-times and then ‘4 Supportive government’, a euphemism which shuts the gate against exploring the nation-market-state. The significance of labour-power and labour-times percolates through this review, as they do the accumulation of capital. The expropriation of the value added by labour-power is the only means through which expansion can take place. Neal’s confining of labour to ‘people with special knowledge’ looks like jetsam from the chatter about ‘human capital’ which emerged during the 1950s to ‘manage’ class conflict while papering over its origins in the exploitative social relations between capital and wage-labour. These connections exist for all labour and not just specialists. Every overseer knows something beyond the ken of the professoriate: there is no such thing as labour without a modicum of ‘special knowledge’, a knack if not a certified skill. Should Neal doubt that

108 Marx, TS-V, III, p. 274.
navvyng with a pick calls for different knacks than with a shovel, let him attempt each task under the hurry-up bark of a ganger and see how long his back holds out.109

**Turnovers:** When Neal reverts to his four common elements, he is no longer content that capital should just be ‘somehow physically embodied’, it must also be long lived and not ephemeral to have meaningful economic effects. That means that each of the four features listed above has to have a long time horizon, spanning at least several years and preferably several human generations. (p. 3)

That condition is a nonsense for such ‘physically embodied’ forms of capital as raw materials, semi-finished goods, vendible commodities and labour-power since the purpose of ‘market signals’ is to lubricate their transformation into exchange values in a somewhat shorter interval than three or four lifetimes. On that scale, capital could never have expanded at a rate to break free from the sediment of previous modes. Velocity is its oxygen.

Neal now adds a third characteristic to the long-lived palpable things which he has mistaken for capital: ‘Capital should also be productive and therefore in use throughout its economic lifespan ...’ (3) The first response to this criterion is to ask ‘productive of what?’ His Cambridge team would chorus ‘more stuff’, and ever more of it. By contrast, Marx demonstrated why capital-within-capitalism has to be productive of the surplus-value present in those commodities. Surplus-value is not unique to capitalism where its specificity is in its realisation as profit to feed cycles of accumulation. Neal’s long-lived embodiments are incapable of adding more value than had gone into their production, a limitation which also applies to all but one manifestation of circulating capital. That exception is the labour-power sold by wage-slaves, and called variable capital by Marx because it alone can vary the value emerging from its application. The rest he calls ‘constant’.110 The notion that labour-power becomes any kind of capital, let alone its most important form, is so subversive as to be unthinkable by almost every ideologue since Ricardo. ‘Growth’ requires ‘supportive governments’ to ensure the subordination of labour into capital, deploying violence to keep the wage-slaves at their lasts.111 To be propertiless is not to be ‘free’ in the sense that capitalism needs its labour. Rather capital has to be free to do with the labour-power it buys whatever will maximise accumulation, making ‘free’ labour and wage-slavery synonymous.

Also flowing from Neal’s lifespan of capital is concern about the turnover time for production equipment (fixed capital). He recognises that its utility ‘may be shorter than its physical life due to obsolescence.’ (p. 3) That discarding of machinery is driven by competitive pressures to reduce socially necessary labour-times. Allied to investments in new machinery as a means to extract relative surplus-value are outlays to reconfigure workspaces to achieve continuous flows: in agriculture through engrossment across the 300 years before the torrent of enclosures after 1750,112 in mining, from underground to open-cut; and in the layout of factories, starting from the Wedgwood Etruria potteries in the 1760s and Arkwright’s cotton mills, through the integration of metal foundries and onto Ford’s production lines.113 Capital must combine speed-ups in the application of labour with the removal of interruptions to the production process, whether by meal-breaks or from the physical-chemistry of processing, notably, when
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turning iron into steel.\textsuperscript{114} Into the 1800s, the tanning of boot leather with dog and pigeon droppings could take up to two years.\textsuperscript{115} For as long as the bleaching of linen yarn and pieces of cloth took eight months, and cotton more than a week, laid out in fields to be watered every two or three days, the supplies to steam-driven textile mills would never have sufficed for a revolution in capital.\textsuperscript{116}

As vital as it is for capital to turnover as often as possible, the resulting accumulation must last beyond one generation. Hence, the revolution in capital required legal forms and business organisations which allowed capitals accumulated during one lifetime to be incorporated into social capital. This longevity does not require that the funds remain within the same family or firm since when a business is sold to a rival, the resultant concentration is an aid to accumulation. Had businesses never exceeded the familial, capital could never have become the product of its own reproduction.

A survey of Stockport trade directories and wills confirms that most businesses had a short life span.\textsuperscript{117} More than half of its cotton manufacturers, brewers/publicans and drapers listed in 1821 were gone by 1834, with fewer than one in ten trading in 1850. The likelihood of the owners’ dying young encouraged them to write their wills to provide for under-aged children and widows so that between 1822 and 1847 as many business stopped because of testators’ instructions as went bust. Only one in three was still going five years after the death of its proprietor since half the wills directed a sell-off of all family property, including the business. Funds from a deceased estate lived to expand on another day in a different location when attorneys lent trust funds to processing firms.\textsuperscript{118} Hence, a sell-up did not mean that the assets were devalorised, unlike unsalable commodities or an uninsured plant lost in a fire. Meanwhile, deceased estates invested in ‘government security’ delivered an income from taxes on values produced elsewhere. Political economists were slow to accept that a national debt with interest payments serviced by taxation, allied to a secure banking system, laid the foundations for commercial credit.\textsuperscript{119}

By 1683, the English state was centralising its collection of excise and customs duties, which laid a path for the merchants who set up the Bank of England to manage the national debt from 1694.\textsuperscript{120} During the 1763 crisis at the end of the Seven Years War, the Bank began to behave as a lender of last resort.\textsuperscript{121} Within seventy years, it had become, ‘by habit if not by law,
banker to the state and most of its departments’, so that the prime minister in 1781 could claim it as ‘part of the Constitution,’ along with Magna Carta and the Bill of Rights.122

Smith detested Sir James Steuart’s Inquiry into the Principles of Political Economy (1767) for treating the Sovereign as the arbiter of economic decision-making, yet devoted a quarter of The Wealth of Nations to ‘Of the Revenue of the Sovereign or Commonwealth’, with chapters on ‘Expenses of the Sovereign’, ‘Sources of Revenue’ and ‘Public Debts’.123 His reluctance to enthuse over the novel mechanisms was not surprising after a run of financial upheavals shook confidence: Scottish investors lost half their country’s funds in the Darien disaster (1695-99); the collapse of John Law’s bank upon the failure of his Louisiana Company in France124 coincided with the bursting of the South Sea bubble in 1720.125 Walpole raided the Sinking Fund in the 1730s to keep taxes low and regressive.126

Floating the National Debt through transferrable securities had created paper assets which underpinned a money market. Its emergence made possible the setting up of insurance companies, which became ‘the basis of a pyramid of other loans … a fund of credit.’127 Insurance is an instance of how a socialising of money-capital effected the kind of qualitative change needed for capital-within-capitalism. Innovation in getting around the law made it possible for the Royal Exchange Assurance to flourish despite not securing the charter stipulated for a joint-stock operation; instead, it lived up to its name by assuring the King of a majestic bribe in exchange for permission to proceed.128 In 1771, ‘seventy-nine merchants, underwriters and brokers’ sailed a different route by opening a joint account at the Bank of England to erect a new Coffee House, known as Lloyd’s.129 Starting in 1782, the Phoenix company was set up by small to medium sugar-bakers, close by each other along the London docks, sharing the fear of ruin by fire. Policy-holders had to be assured that an insurer’s reserves were big enough to pay out to a large number in the event of the fire spreading, as in 1666 which destroyed properties valued at £10m.; secondly, the insured had to believe that the company would exist for years to come, if not in perpetuity.130 Directed by Griffin Stonestreet, the Phoenix built up a reserve of £300,000, available for loans.

Fire insurance firms doubled in number between 1760 and 1800 to total £4m., a sixteen-fold increase since 1720. Insured assets rose from £100 million in 1770 to £487m. by 1830.131 These sums are one measure of accumulation, indicating that Period Two had appeared. Their plentitude, however, does not point to its cause. A new round of restructuring of financial instruments and institutions began around the 1760s. After the networks for handling bills of

exchange collapsed during 1772, merchants inaugurated a London Clearing House to speed up the processing of cheques. That innovation reduced the quantities of cash that all banks needed to hold.\(^{132}\) The accumulation of capital for its expanded reproduction required forms of business organisation and commercial law to replace the partnerships and Crown Corporations that had been granted limited life-spans for specific purposes such as the construction of a turnpike. Because the concentration of resources and a centralisation of their ownership are pillars for accumulation, all three had to be underpinned by a revised legal system. The early capitalists could concentrate some of their own resources but needed state sanction for others and more so if they were to centralise ownership; from the 1750s, the industrialisation of agriculture through enclosures required costly and time-consuming Acts of Parliament.\(^{133}\) Registrations in the new profession of surveying doubled between 1750 and 1770, and did so again by 1810 to nearly 350.\(^{134}\)

The re-writing of commercial law allowed for the socialising of individual capitals as a foundation for *social* capital, which alone is capitalism for, as Marx recognised, ‘the gradual increase of capital by reproduction is clearly a very slow procedure compared with centralisation …’, noting that the world of the 1860s would have still been without railways if it had had to wait for a single investor to accumulate the funds for their construction.\(^{135}\) Even before the bursting of the South Sea Bubble in 1720,\(^{136}\) the government had limited joint-stock companies for marine insurance to six partners.\(^{137}\) That law did nothing to stop investors getting together to finance slave-ships,\(^{138}\) experiences which introduced merchants to practices useful for their investments in processing and transport. Chief Justice Lord Mansfield (1705-1793), devised the commercial code that secured the first two of Neal’s common elements - contracts and property rights.\(^{139}\) Mansfield personifies Marx’s ‘conclusion that neither legal nor political forms could be comprehended whether by themselves or on the basis of a so-called general development of the human mind, but that on the contrary they originate in the material conditions of life.’\(^{140}\) None of the Cambridge contributors examines limited liability or joint-stock beyond stray mentions (pp. 12, 28, 33 and 337-8). In this occlusion, they follow Adam Smith whose detestation of chartered monopolies blinded him to the need for socialised capital beyond the routines of finance and the funding of inland waterways.\(^{141}\) Scotland also gets short shrift even though its more flexible law of partnerships\(^{142}\) made it the home for pioneering ventures such as the Carron iron works from 1760, and the application of chemistry to the bleaching of textiles with the sulphuric works at
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‘4 supportive governments’

Changes in the legal codes and in their enforcement manifest the last of Neal’s common elements, ‘4 Supportive government’, a notion which takes him some way towards acknowledging impressments by the state while keeping him safe from recognising it as an executive committee of the bourgeoisie. His ilk are more comfortable with talk of the nation-state, a term so commonplace that the grounds for the coupling are assumed more often than justified. That want of interrogation extends to state and to nation, thereby masking their linkages through market and class. Nation-state deflects notice from domestic repression and onto inter-state relations. Why both are necessary becomes apparent by searching behind nation and state to link the expansion of capital at home and abroad through the novelty of its formation both of and through a nation-market-state (the subject of yet another rough draft). Capitalist classes come to power through smashing some mechanisms while refashioning others so that the England of Henry VIII, the Russia of Ivan IV and of Peter the Great, the France of Louis XIV and the Prussia of Frederick the Great are no extremes.¹⁴⁵

By showing how markets were wrought through a host of government activities, the Cambridge contributors puncture the neo-liberal wisdom that markets and states are antagonistic. The fact is that states dis-organise labour and organise capital, attempting for its expansion what its personifications and agents cannot achieve through firms. When England rode on the sheep’s back, the authorities imposed import duties and paid bounties; in the 1680s, they insisted that shrouds be made of wool, and standardised the quality of thread in 1788 to inscribe circumstances for profit-taking beyond the power of any trade association.¹⁴⁶ To meet foreign competition by advancing social capital, Parliament in the early1860s limited the length of the working day to support those capitalists who had invested in machinery against those Masters still able to undercut them by prolonging the hours of work.¹⁴⁷

States are sites of conflict as each rising class fights off both the previous power and against the propertiless on whose labour all else depends. By the late seventeenth century, the spread of firearms had tipped power so far in favour of the propertied classes that France’s rural

poor could not prevent the plague of taxes. 148  The export of firearms to West African rulers underwrote the slave trade. 149  Three companies of the Black Watch stopped the tenants of the Duke of Sutherland from driving off 10,000 of his sheep in 1792. 150  Every ruling class raises violence to an obligatory norm, aka the ‘law’, which, as Adam Smith knew, operates ‘in every case as a combination of the rich to oppress the poor, and preserve to themselves the inequality of goods.’ 151  Elaborating on this fact of social production, Max Weber recognises that

[...]the industrialist takes into account the fact that people exist who are hungry, and that those other people in the spiked helmets will prevent them using physical force simply to take the means where they find them which could serve to allay their hunger … 152

As a careful student of such rational calculations, Weber endorses Trotsky’s statement that ‘[e]very state is founded on force’, adding that ‘a state is a human community that (successfully) claims the monopoly of the legitimate use of physical force within a given territory’. 153  To that end, England shattered Jacobite pretensions in 1745-6 and Irish ones less so in 1798-1801 before imposing Union. Smith foreshadows Mao on the origins of political power in the barrel of a gun. 154

The state is a fact of production without ever becoming a factor of production like labour. First, the state makes people work, by lopping the ears off vagrants, 155 a measure endorsed by that herald of bourgeois liberty, John Locke, in his 1697 Report to the Board of Trade on Relief and Unemployment of the Poor, in which he also proposed that the recalcitrantly idle be whipped while their children be taken away at the age of three and placed in schools to inculcate work discipline. 156  Scottish Poor Laws of 1579, 1597 and 1672 allowed the authorities to ‘seize upon’ vagrants for hateful work in salt and coal, from which servitude they could escape by selling themselves into bondage for life. 157  In Scotland, parish officers leased the occupants of workhouses to factory-owners such as David Dale who obtained Edinburgh orphans for his water-frames in 1783. 158 The Dutch exported pins made by workhouse paupers. 159

Secondly, having driven people to sell their labour, ‘supportive governments’ re-enter the class-war to block the workers’ resistance to wage-cuts, speed-ups and piece-rates by outlawing combination among the sellers of labour-power. The Quaker Josiah Wedgwood summoned the military to suppress riotous workmen in 1783, saw to it that one of their leaders was hanged, and


154 Smith, 1976, 2, pp. 706-7; Smith, 1999, pp. 244-5.


158 Burgess, 1980, p. 139.

moaned that he could not thrash the rest.\textsuperscript{160} Similarly, Welsh iron-masters called on the troops to suppress food riots in 1800-01.\textsuperscript{161} Smith’s 1776 judgement lost none of its force: ‘The masters … never cease to call aloud for the assistance of the civil magistrate, and the rigorous execution of those laws which have been enacted with so much severity against the combinations of servants, labourers, and journeymen.’\textsuperscript{162} He revealed the class bias of the Enlightenment by favouring the instruction of the inferior ranks even when that expense returned nothing in productivity but because

\[\text{a}n\] instructed and intelligent people, besides, are always … more disposed to respect their superiors. They are more disposed to examine, and more capable of seeing through, the interested complaints of faction and sedition, and they are, upon that account, less apt to be misled into any wanton or unnecessary opposition to the measures of government.\textsuperscript{163}

Here the ‘invisible hand’ is in partnership with an iron fist so that the chaos inherent in the pursuit of individual interests is constrained by the state as well as by the necessity for the majority to sell their labour-power. The most direct service of the nation-market-state came when employers serving as Justices of the Peace fixed wages for each other’s employees.\textsuperscript{164} Around 1812, the ‘supportive government’ sent 12,000 troops into the field against the machine-breakers behind ‘General Ned Ludd’, more than on the Iberian Peninsula against Napoleon.\textsuperscript{165} The state repeated its assault around 1830-31 against the ‘Captain Swing’ agricultural labourers, a reign of repression immortalised by the transportation of the Tolpuddle Martyrs for the crime of taking an ‘illegal oath’ to resist wage-cuts from nine to six shillings.\textsuperscript{166} No sooner had Parisian workers overthrown the Bourbons in July 1830 than the ‘liberal’ regime gaoled Rouen ones for the crime of ‘coalition’.\textsuperscript{167}

\section*{Trade wars}

These home truths remain a step too far for the Cambridge contributors, although they recognise the commercial advantages from violence overseas,\textsuperscript{168} as captured by Colbert’s policy that war was trade by other means and vice versa, a strategy echoed more than a hundred years later in the dictum of Pitt the Elder: ‘When Trade is at stake … you must defend it, or perish.’\textsuperscript{169} Patrick Karl O’Brien in his chapter on ‘The formation of states and transition to modern economies’ documents the genesis of ‘the fiscal-naval state’ from 1630s when the right of the Crown to impose taxes as ship money led to the recall of parliament, civil war and regicide. Following the Stuart Restoration (1660), the merchant-manufacturers relied on the Royal Navy to even up the global competition.

As if unaware of O’Brien’s chapter, Neal laments that ‘[t]he long-distance trade conducted under the oversight of competing warlords was not a favourable setting for the rise of capitalism.’ Primed with ideals left over from the League of Nations, he protests that ‘[w]ar
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finance and capital levies despoiled previous accumulations.’ (p. 9) Since global conflict boosted British social capital, his regrets are as bathetic as T.S. Ashton’s sermonising that without the losses from war-making, ‘the English people would have been better fed, better clad and, certainly better housed, than they were’ – as if the norm for a class society has ever been a more equitable distribution of the wealth extracted from its workforce.\footnote{T.S. Ashton, Economic Fluctuations in England 1700-1800, OUP, Oxford, 1959, p. 83; for another attempt to sever capitalism from war, John U. Nef, War and human progress, an essay on the rise of industrial civilisation, Norton, New York, 1963; for a realpolitik commentary, A.H. John, ‘War and the English Economy, 1700-1763’, Economic History Review, New Series, 7 (3), 1955, pp. 329-44; M.S. Anderson, War and Society in Europe of the Old Regime 1618-1789, Sutton, Stroud, 1988; Sandra Halperin, War and Social Change in Modern Europe, The Great Transformation Revisited, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2004.} Overcoming squeamishness about the importance of war for distributing ‘growth’, Neal returns to the fiscal face of the naval state in his concluding sentence:

Perhaps Marx was correct when he identified the British creation of a truly national debt funded explicitly by parliamentary commitment to servicing it with specific taxes after 1688 as the key element in the rise of modern capitalism? (p. 21)\footnote{For a summary execution of the Idealist claims about the 1688 Glorious Revolution, see Anne L. Murphy, ‘Demanding “credible commitment”: public reactions to the failures of the early financial revolution’, Economic History Review, New Series, 66 (1), February 2013, pp. 178-97.} Neal does not footnote this suggestion but it looks like a distortion of Marx’s comments in the chapter on ‘The Genesis of the Industrial Capitalist’ which comes nowhere near to referring to ‘[t]he system of public credit’ as ‘the key element’, contending rather that its creation ‘marked the capitalist era with its stamp’, or, following the imagery he applies to how ‘[t]here is in every social formation a particular branch of production which determines the position and importance of all the others … It is as though light of a particular hue were cast upon everything, tingeing all other colours and modifying their specific features’. Viewed in this way, and not as the prime mover, we see that Marx was commenting on how the debt becomes one of the most powerful stimuli of primary accumulation. With the wave of an enchanter’s wand, ‘the funds’ endow barren money with the power of reproduction, thus transforming it into capital, and this without the risk and trouble inseparable from its investment in industrial undertakings, and even from putting it out upon usury.\footnote{Marx, CCPE, p. 212.}

(emphasis added)

Marx never suggests that the ‘key’ to the ‘rise’ of capitalism was in public finance, but shows that taxes derive from exploitation, just as he refutes the Trinity Formula of Rent, Profit and Wages as distinct forms of earnings when each is a segment of surplus-value.

*************

Thanks perhaps to the lacunae, lapses and lop-sidedness to which Neal falls prey in his first four pages, he has no trouble in convincing himself that ‘[c]apitalism, therefore, can be defined usefully as a complex and adaptive economic system operating within broader social, political, and cultural systems that are essentially supportive.’ (p. 4) This throw of the definitional dice is nothing if not comprehensive – comprehensively useless. He expects his cliché-clotted sentence to provide an ‘operational definition of capitalism’ which will lead us to search for characteristics that may have been present in different historical settings when economic growth was achieved for a significant period … (at least a couple of centuries, as with modern capitalism.) (p. 4)

\footnote{Marx, Capital, I, Everyman, p. 836; Penguin, p. 919; Moscow, p. 754. The Everyman translation gives ‘primary’ for ursprungliche throughout, pp. 790ff, while the Penguin pp. 873ff, and the Moscow pp. 713ff, stick with ‘primitive’. Marx attaches ‘so-called’ to ‘primary’ and refers to it as ‘the “previous accumulation” of Adam Smith’, dismissing that line of explanation as ‘childish imbecility… preached in defence of property.’}
Here we find the editorial justification behind the volume’s pilgrimage from Babylon through India and onto West Africa. Should so attenuated a reach strike you as daft, try the extrapolations that predict income patterns in 1997 between 112 countries according to their dates of transition to agriculture – the Neolithic revolution – beginning in Mesopotamia some 10,000 years ago. For comparative research to pay dividends, its practitioners would have to rid themselves of the doctrine of the eternal and natural essence of capitalism and accept its transient condition. That the Cambridge editors and authors cannot do without ceasing to be themselves.

Neal’s truism ‘that the current world economy has been a long time in the making’ is no reason to ‘look for the beginnings of the ‘rise of capitalism’ as far back as archaeologists have been able to detect tangible evidence of some human activity that was consistent, if not fully congruent, with the practices of modern capitalism …’ (p. 6) The sophistry of ‘consistent, if not fully congruent’ is like rifling through a Thesaurus for synonyms of ‘abracadabra’ to advance one’s understanding. Why all those earlier economies failed to become modern capitalism, Neal muses, ‘remains a mystery, but a mystery that has stimulated all sorts of conjectural histories.’ (p. 6) Indeed it has, and will continue to do so since ‘all mysteries which misled theory into mysticism find their rational solution in human practice and in the comprehension of this practice.’ Meanwhile, a thousand scholarly reputations have scuttled themselves to rest alongside the datable shipwrecks that strewed the Mediterranean.

No contributor rises to the challenge of specifying capital-within-capitalism, offering neither criteria nor methods for discerning how capitalism broke through the sediment of previous modes. An examination of the chapters on Babylon, Greece, the late middle ages, Italy, the Low Countries, Britain, the U.S. of A. and Political Economy reveals how their authors spurned the revolution in capital in favour of ‘Mesopotamia’.

Mesopotamia

Steepled in the economic theories of the nineteenth century, which affect even the Assyriologist most naïve in matters of economic theory, we are bound to locate every economic situation within the traditional coordinates of money, market, price, etc, as these have been defined and have found acceptance within the last hundred years of our civilisation.

A.L. Oppenheim, 1956

When Neal summarises the chapter on Babylon he is pleased to repeat his contributor’s earlier conclusion that its economy was growing, the productivity of (frequently market-oriented) agriculture was increasing, a substantial part of the urban population worked in non-agrarian occupations, there was a high degree of labour specialisation, and the economy was largely monetised. In a word, basic elements of what became Western capitalism ... made their documented appearance well before the rise of the Greek city-states or of the Roman empire. (p. 8) This catalogue records but one ‘common’ element out of his four, i.e. labour specialisation.

174 This sprawl is in line with David S. Landes, Joel Mokyr and W.J. Baumol (eds), The Invention of Enterprise, Entrepreneurship from Ancient Mesopotamia to Modern Times, Princeton University Press, Princeton, 2010; Baumol, however, is uneasy with so a-historical an approach, ‘Entrepreneurship: Productive, Unproductive, and Destructive’, Journal of Political Economy, 96 (5, Part 1), October 1990, p. 916.
From a footnote, Marx thunders against associating the Ancient world with modern capitalism: ‘In classical dictionaries we find such nonsense as the assertion that in the ancient world capital was fully developed, “except that the free worker and the credit system were lacking”’. Even putting aside the absence of those two pillars of capitalism, all was not growing as well in the hanging gardens of Babylon as Neal would like:

… the extensive building projects carried out by royal authorities seem to have been financed mainly from the spoils collected by continued raids into surrounding territories … This was hardly the basis for sustained economic growth, much less for embedding capitalist mental models in society. (p. 8)

Plunder and piracy have never been foreign to modern capitalism, with ‘loot’ one of the first Hindustani words to enter English. Fortunes continue to be built on theft, as shown in the transitions during 1990s from socialism to capitalism, despite remaining a feeble basis for sustained growth. Even where ownership is the result of theft, the stolen wealth has to be produced by someone.

What more does Michael Jursa have to say for himself? In keeping with the volume’s avoidance of ‘capitalism’, the title of his chapter is ‘Babylonia in the first millennium BCE - economic growth in times of empire.’ Jursa is unusual, however, in referring back to Neal’s probing of ‘capitalism’ when he challenges the scholarly consensus that in Mesopotamia ‘the dominance of subsistence production and the “palatial” sector of the economy left at least limited scope for economic phenomena that can be classified as “capitalist” …’. (p. 27) He builds his revisionism on ‘data from around 1850 BCE’, which ‘document profit-oriented commerce in textiles and in base and precious metals that can be classified as “capitalist” according to the definitions set out in the introduction.’ (p. 27) We have seen how taxing it would be to come up with an economic activity which failed to do so.

Jursa establishes a case for ‘economic growth’, albeit one confined to ‘the long sixth century’ out of his millennium. He also stays close to equating capitalism with monetised markets, though he neglects to spell out how such mechanisms differ between one era and another, still less of how they operate in different systems of production, partly because production is marginal to his concerns. Suspecting that absolute growth is insufficient for capitalism, he reports that one sort of investment was ‘expected to yield to the investor double the amount invested, plus additional profits.’ Those calculators did not seek the rate of return on investment that distinguishes modern capital but Jursa’s thought that something more needs to be measured than the size of the surplus is a step up from accepting that increases in volume alone amount to the kind of expansion demanded for capital-within-capitalism where, in each circuit, the volume of money-capital increases, say, from 100 to 103 to 107 to 112 and so on – until a crisis. A mathematical illustration proves nothing, with Marx ridiculing writers who regard capital ‘as a self-acting automaton, without regard to the conditions of reproduction and labour, (as a mere number that increases by itself, just as Malthus saw people in his own geometric progression).’

Like all devotees of the market, Jursa is embarrassed by the influence of imperial and religious institutions over the economy, as with the empire’s driving of monetisation through taxes, even though that regime is a further instance of Neal’s ‘supportive governments’. Moreover, contracts and fair dealing depended on the intervention of city authorities, who were no friends of free trade: ‘it is less clear that we can see here a fundamental qualitative distinction, rather than gradual differences, that distinguished ancient markets from, for instance,
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180 Marx, Capital, III, Penguin, p. 520; Moscow, pp. 395-6.
homologous institutions of early modern Europe.’ (p. 35) ‘Homologous’ in the life sciences refers to body parts having the same origin but evolving different functions, for example, the wing of a bird and the fin of a whale. It is not charity alone which allows historical materialists to accept that Mesopotamia is more homologous with modern capitalism than an orca with a sparrow. Nonetheless, we spurn the prestidigitation by which a bazaar in Babylon is ‘homologous’ with the Chicago pork-futures market, thereby slipping in Smith’s ‘propensity to truck’ as an a-historical proof for the naturalness of corporate capital.

Jursa’s bias towards markets means that his only mention of production is when he attributes the prosperity of his ‘long sixth century’ to a shift from grain to horticulture and to the construction of canals. There is none of Smith’s division of labour in the making of Cuneiform tablets, and, despite mentioning some improved technologies, Jursa cannot lift his eyes from the 40,000 records of transactions to ask how their clay was moulded, whether by men or by women, by freemen or slaves. As the moving finger predicted about the last Babylonian king: Mene, Mene, Tekel, Upharsin - ‘Thou art weighed in the balances, and art found wanting.’ (Daniel 5: 25)

The glory that wasn’t quite Greece

Alain Bresson’s ‘Capitalism in the ancient Greek economy’ sails past ‘consistent’, ‘congruent’ and ‘homologous’ to pursue a ‘parallel’ between ‘[t]he possible “capitalist” character of the ancient economy’ and the ‘“capitalist revolution”’ of early modern Europe? If such a parallel exists, he asks: ‘Should we use a broader definition of “capitalism” to make sense of the “capitalist aspects” of societies of the past like those of the classical Mediterranean world?’ (p. 43) Any definition would be a change but Bresson is not giving one. Instead, he summarises a dispute from late nineteenth-century Germany when Karl Kautsky, Werner Sombart and Max Weber, each displayed more insight than anything on offer in this volume. One faction of the German professoriate had thought that capitalism, could be analysed as the association on the one hand of a new financial system that was able to mobilise huge financial means and on the other hand of new techniques of production and organisation oriented towards mass production, scientific progress being at the heart of the matter.

Weber himself did not refrain from using the world ‘capitalism’ for the ancient economy, provided it was limited to denoting the existence of a developed maritime trade, banking activity, a plantation economy, and of course slavery. (p. 47)

That ‘of course’ is - of course - Bresson’s, and contradicts Weber’s recognition that
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181 This flourish is not followed up.
all these peculiarities of Western capitalism ultimately derive their present significance from the connection with capitalist labor organisation … Exact calculation – the foundation for everything else – is only possible on the basis of free labour.\textsuperscript{186}

Undaunted, Bresson continues to mark down his betters:

But most of the protagonists shared the evolutionist perspective that impregnated European thought of the time, with the idea that each ‘stage’ of human history was characterised by a specific form of economic and social organisation. (p. 45)

That is, they did not accept Bresson’s a-historical treatment of capitalism, even when it looked very like a whale, a camel, or perchance a weasel.

Moses Finley contends that our notion of ‘economy’, like its cognates, has no place in analysing the Ancient world. For instance, ‘market’ ‘is untranslatable into Greek of Latin.’ when it is used for more than a trading place. The Antique polytheists did not make room for the ‘Market’ in their Pantheon. It is not a question of whether they engaged in many of the activities that we now group under the rubric of economics, or were innocent of booty, gifts and property, but rather that they did not ‘combine these particular activities conceptually into a unit … hence, Aristotle, whose programme was to codify the branches of knowledge, wrote no Economics.'\textsuperscript{187}

One problem with shoeorning Greece into the Cambridge mould was that its economy had seemed to be marked by stagnation: ‘The lack of productivity growth was conceived to originate from the lack of technical progress, itself rooted in the lack of interest of the elites in any kind of investment in research.’ Instead, scholars believed that chattel-slaves sufficed to sustain the Greek citizenry. Bresson is pleased to report that, as it was in Babylon, so it was in Greece, with recent researchers piling up evidence of expansion, before he has to admit:

This does not make ancient Greece an authentic capitalist society, if we limit the definition to societies where human-produced capital (instead of land), is the major force of production and where accumulation of capital in the framework of competitive markets is crucial to determine economic institutions. But it is quite sufficient to justify the place of ancient Greece in a world history of capitalism, both for the comparative evidence it provides for later and more elaborate economic developments … (p. 48)

If the statistics about Europe are scant before the nineteenth century, those from the Ancient world are scattered and dubious numbers, isolated data, and, killingly for any drawing of conclusions, have no time series. The ‘ignominious truth’, lamented by A.M.H. Jones in 1948, ‘is that there are no ancient statistics.’\textsuperscript{188}

Above all, Bresson hopes that his contribution will revive interest in the \textit{longue duree} approach of the \textit{Annales} School. Compared even with the ten years that it took Odysseus to travel the 800 kms home from Troy to Ithaca, Bresson’s a-historical ‘parallel’ across three millennia comes as something of a surprise. Historical materialists, by contrast, do not garner data about the past in order to draw parallels but to search for the structured dynamics in which those details become concrete: ‘Studying an epochal social revolution’, Bertel Nygard points out, ‘should thus enable us to see the main contradictions within … the “\textit{longue duree}” within specific events, rather than treating this “\textit{longue duree}” as if it inhabited a sphere all its own.’\textsuperscript{189}

Bresson, like Neal, rests content at having created a new meta-narrative to contrast with the earlier bourgeois portrayals of the Ancient world as a backdrop to capitalism.


\textsuperscript{188} Finley, \textit{Ancient History Evidence and Models}, pp. 27-8 and 31; M.I. Finley, ‘[The Mycenaean Tablets and Economic History]; Note’, \textit{Economic History Review}, New Series, 11 (1), 1958, p. 97.

So, we bid farewell to beautiful Athens and, deaf to the Siren calls from contributors on Rome, India, China, the Middle-east, West Africa and pre-contact North America, make landfall on the five economies which almost all writers accept are the contenders for the genesis of capitalism: Medieval Europe, northern Italy, the U.S. of A., the Low Countries and Britain.

**Half-light on the Dark Ages**

Neal’s summary of Karl Gunnar Persson on ‘Markets and coercion in medieval Europe’ reads as if he has read no more of it than Persson has of his editor’s effort to define capitalism. The conflict implied in the chapter’s title is between the freedom brought by market forces and the coercions of pre-capitalist systems of labour and other exchanges. In regaling us with this Whig interpretation, Persson cannot escape from how the installation of a freer market also depended on coercions, backed by the state. Instead, he fancies that labourers volunteered to enter into contracts but he fails to link their liberty to his thread of how they were compelled to sell themselves because they had been ‘freed’ from access to the means of production that would have allowed them to remain self-sufficient. He does admit ‘imperfections in the capital markets that made it difficult for workers to “hire” capital’, (p. 245) but, in case anyone is more puzzled by the persistence of this impediment to universal happiness than himself, he explains: ‘It is owners of capital who hire labor and not the other way round.’ (p. 248) By viewing his evidence with one eye on Smithian divisions of labour between regions and the other on a Coasean cutting of transaction costs through the firm, Persson concludes that ‘[m]ost of the economic institutions associated with a capitalist economy were present or emerged in the medieval era.’ (260) Yet this loaf did not rise.¹⁹⁰ No doubt the ingredients would have behaved themselves ‘if Richard Coeur-de-Lion and Philip Augustus had introduced free trade instead of getting mixed up in the crusade’¹⁹¹ The historical materialist is not so crude as ‘to apply the standard of the fourteenth century to the relations of production prevailing in the nineteenth.’¹⁹²

**The city-market-states**

Luciano Pezzolo puts ‘capitalism’ into the title of his chapter - ‘The via italiana to capitalism’ - and uses the term seven times in his opening fourteen lines, though its first mention is perplexing: ‘The great medieval cities have offered abundant material for scholars of modern capitalism.’ (p. 267) ‘Medieval’ is ‘modern’ in as much as it is not as ancient as Mesopotamia. The next appearance of ‘capitalism’ is in a masterstroke of prevarication:

The merchants’ leading role, the innovations in accounting and commercial practices, the legal rules and commercial institutions, and the emergence of a new mentality – all have been considered elements characteristic of early capitalism. (p. 267)

These ‘elements characteristic of early capitalism’, by the bye, are not the four common ones offered in Neal’s ‘Introduction’. When all is said and done, ‘characteristic’ does engineer a fifth wheel onto the avoidance vehicle of ‘consistent’, ‘congruent’, ‘homologous’ and ‘parallel’.

The start of Pezzolo’s second page holds out promise of definitions: ‘Before continuing, however, it is worth clarifying the fundamental concepts that form the base of this essay.’ (p. 268) But no, the ‘via’ hits a road-block when our Italian journey takes a sharp right into a socio-cultural-political survey of familial connections and courtly manners intersecting with state power. Less impassioned than Goethe’s *Italianische reise* and serving a far richer feast of information and perceptions than any celebrity cook’s tour of Tuscany, the bulk of the chapter

¹⁹⁰ To the point of denying not just the presence of any form of capitalism but of anything we would recognise as an economy, Jacques Le Goff, *Money and the Middle Ages, An essay in historical anthropology*, Polity, Oxford, 2013.
nonetheless reads like one more stroll through a portrait gallery of the great families of Venice, Genoa and Florence.

Pezzolo takes double-entry book-keeping for granted and so need never ask: was the Italian method’ much practiced outside the text-books?; were family accounts kept separately?; were balances computed regularly?; was there any attempt to calculate the rate of return on investment? Historians of accounting answer in the negative. Double-entry was rarely more than a convenience for separating creditors from debtors. The Lombards mixed business and household items. Almost all venturers were content with a surplus, preferably one larger than last year’s, but were not cognizant of the need to measure rates of exploitation. Cost accounting was as rare as were meaningful allowances for depreciation. Once accounting became widespread, it underwrote swindlers.

The irrefragable conclusion is that the Italian via did not lead to capitalism. Merchants’ capital and bankers’ (usurers’) capital play their parts in disrupting previous modes. Once the capitalist mode prevails, their roles are rewritten to serve its structured dynamics. Marx never considered that the appearance of either of those forms flagged capitalism. Funds ventured on the Rialto were not the same as money-capital:

Turn and twist as we may, the sum total remains the same. If equivalents are exchanged, then no surplus value is created; and if non-equivalents are exchanged, still no surplus value is created. Circulation, the exchange of commodities, does not create value. The reader will therefore understand why, in our analysis of the basic form of capital, our analysis of the form in which it determines the economic organisation of modern society, we can, for the present, completely ignore its popular and so to speak antediluvian forms – merchants’ capital and moneylenders’ capital.

An exchange economy is not capitalism.

Although money in its multiple forms is pivotal to Marx’s understanding of capital-within-capitalism, he does not mistake interest for surplus-value, or confuse swindling with exploitation. Merchants’ capital and moneylenders’ capital arose during what he calls Period One, the sediment of previous modes, before a revolution in capital ushers in a system in which capital is ‘value which produces surplus-value’.

The formation process of capital – when capital, i.e., not any particular capital, but capital in general, only evolves – is the dissolution process, the parting product of the social mode of production preceding it … The process of capital becoming capital, or its development before the capitalist process of production itself, belongs to two historically different periods.

Here, Marx casts the genesis of capitalism away from talk of a transition from feudalism while scouring the fancy that capitalism had emerged by the 1500s:

In the second, capital is taken for granted, and its existence and automatic functioning is presupposed. In the first period, capital is the sediment resulting from the process of dissolution of a different social formation. It is the product of a different [formation], not the product of its own reproduction, as is the case later.

The outcome is capital-within-capitalism which cannot survive without growing, a condition imposed through competition, the demands of the workforce for more pay and shorter hours, and
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196 Marx, *Capital*, I, Everyman p. 150; Penguin, p. 266; Moscow, p. 163.


the need on every capital to realise the surplus value into profits through lifting effective demand. Slavery and feudalism could persist while stagnating. Capitalism cannot. Steady-states and equilibria are so much hogwash.

Individual capitals had been formed within slavery and serfdom, allowing a handful to continue as nodes for the individual and socialised capitals of capitalism. The Florentine Frescobaldis were bankers to the English throne until bankrupted in 1311 and again in 1581 but are now in the global wine trade. The Viscontis ruled Milan from 1.277 to 1,447 when a son-in-law established the Sforza dynasty; late in the nineteenth century, the Grand Duke married an heiress to the Erba pharmaceutical corporation; the Visconti coat-and-arms shows a serpent swallowing a child. Few contemporary corporations have so venerable a lineage. In a Jamesian turn, the Agnellis of FIAT descend on their maternal side from a broken-down Umbrian aristocrat married to an American heiress.

The presence of such hangovers will offend mechanical materialists who worship Ideal Forms. Marc Bloch reported similar reactions after documenting impurities throughout real existing feudalism.199 No social organisation operates within the simplifying assumptions of its model. Those conditions must be relaxed to approach the actualities of life. No straight line of progress proceeds out of one mode of production into another as became obvious with the break-up of feudalism in Western Europe around 1400, while Absolute Monarchies imposed serfdom in Muscovy from the late 1500s, and east of the Elbe to guarantee to supply farm labourers after the depopulation from the Thirty Years War (1618-48).200 At the same time, more Africans were being sold into the Americas to supplement and eventually replace the European convicts and bonded servants.201 Hence, the passage to capitalism out of western serfdom has to be charted through both its eastern variants and modern slaveries.

Not only does Pezzolo not come within a country mile of mentioning so uncomfortable a fact, but steers clear of the labours that kept his bankers, merchants and princes supplied with commodities and castles, for example, as he scampers past the repression of the Florentine woolworkers in 1378. His analysis of the familial connections in Italian commercial life is not a patch on Power & Imagination by Lauro Martines who states:

The Renaissance owes more than we suspect to labour, partly through a decline in wages … The images of ragged workers and poor folk in the frescoes of Masaccio, Cosimo Tura, and Filippino Lippi are not fictions: they depict the submerged part of the human investment that went into the making of Renaissance culture.203

203 Lauro Martines, Power & Imagination, City-States in the Renaissance, Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1983, p. 261, a work not listed in Pezzolo’s References. Martines reports the advice to a young monarch in the 1480s not to waste his time on ‘the work of ignorant chroniclers … a cobbler of nonsense and lies, without attraction in form, in style, or in serious reflection,’ p. 268.
The exploitation that is papered over by celebrating the civilisation of the Renaissance as a banquet of ideas is clear for all who have eyes to see that palaces, paintings and pageants had to be paid for by extracting a surplus from labour. To critique capital-within-capitalism, historical materialists hold fast to the difference between private possessions and the properties that underpin production, towards which the dukes and doges did not devote enough of their expropriations to initiate a revolution in capital, after which the production of surplus-value will contribute to Period Two only if a goodly portion is re-invested.

Having put Shylock and Antonio in their places, we turn to their successors, the merchants and money-lenders in Antwerp and Amsterdam.

**The Low Countries**

In surveying Belgium and the Netherlands, Oscar Gelderblom and Joost Jonker display a mastery of the evidence and an eagerness to generalise from it, yet come no closer to considering capital in terms of capitalism than do any of their colleagues, resting content to conclude that the ‘breakthrough of the industrial revolution tends to obscure the groundwork of market development, on which it was based.’ (p. 314) Like the others, and despite exploring the importance of financial entrepreneurs, they take the meaning of ‘market’ for granted, a slackness to be expected in a milieu where ‘the market’ has acquired the status of Newton’s law of gravity when it should be handled like Einstein’s regrets about applying the term ‘relativity’ to his theory of unified space-time.

More than most contributors, Gelderblom and Jonker investigate wage labour, tying its expressions to property relations. By the 1500s, a third of all Manorial estates, one basis for serfdom, had been replaced by short-term leases which stimulated a switch from labour-services to wage-labour on lands where ‘commercialisation led to the rise of large-scale and specialised farms employing local landless laborers supplemented by seasonal migrant workers.’ (p. 325) Land reclamation called for various labour services, resulting in diverse ownership patterns. Additional demands for regular wage-labourers came from coastal shipping and for fishing; from the Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie to man its 80-100 global trading vessels with one million employees between 1602 and 1795; from the handling of imported foodstuffs and raw materials; and for a standing army of 30-40,000 in peacetime. This magnitude of wage-earners was compatible with most people being self-employed for part of their working lives, leaving no sharp line between domestic sufficiency and waged labour, but rather ‘an economy of makeshift.’ (p. 329)

The concentration of resources and the centralisation of money-capital did not dominate Dutch processing in which craftsmen on textiles (linen and tapestry), bricks or nails, rarely worked in units of more than ten or twenty, often with casuals, so that it was only during the 1740s that larger businesses with a longer lifespan and transferable shares made their appearance as a result of consolidation in processing industries such as brewing and sugar refining … The concomitant dominance of floating over fixed capital, in turn, determined the structure of financial markets. (p. 338)

Are we to assume that ‘fixed’ refers to plant and equipment (e.g. ships) while ‘floating’ is everything else, including labour-power - but not money-capital? Compounding authorial uncertainty, average wages were far from uniform leading Gelderblom and Jonker to decide that, ‘[i]n that sense the Low Countries economy during the early modern age was not really modern or fully capitalist.’ Release from this blur of the ‘really’ and the ‘fully’ is promised by their recognition that [o]ne of the key differences between feudalism and capitalism is the extent to which people work for wages ... We can thus gauge the advance of capitalism in the Low
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204 The Protestant forces were more than enough to conquer England in 1688 and install William the Orange in what Marx called a coup and which Christopher Pyne so misunderstands that he wants it made part of the national curriculum.
Countries by considering the switch from feudal services to labor paid in kind or in money. (p. 323)

Perhaps we should, but by which measure? Had the Netherlands failed to pass over into modern capitalism before the 1800s because the share of its workforce dependent on some form of wages never went above 50 per cent? Or was it that the volume of their produce was less than half the national output? Or was it that the fraction of the value added by waged labour was under 50 per cent?\(^\text{205}\) Moreover, the three possibilities need to be seen as dynamics, so that the question can be posed in terms of whether the fraction of the value added by waged labour was rising towards dominance. In keeping with the understanding of ‘historical’ as transitory, it is appropriate to ponder whether a revolution in capital did take place in the Low Countries before 1780 but not survive. Seeking answers to why not should cast a searchlight onto ‘how exactly?’ the English did achieve that revolution and were able to carry it on.

Although the measure of value added by labour would interest Marx, he knew that dominance for a mode of production is at the level of the state,\(^\text{206}\) and here lie additional obstacles for a Dutch-driven revolution in capital.\(^\text{207}\) Gelderblom and Jonker stress how the diversity and fragmentation of the Low Countries promoted development, with each town administration supporting ‘market exchange’ through their law courts, backed by military action against neighbouring city-market-states:

The most striking aspect of capitalism in the Low Countries is its variety, that is to say, the marked differences in the actual organisation of transactions between ostensibly similar, free markets driven by supply and demand ... (p. 346)

Without ‘clear and distinct’ perceptions of capitalism and the free market, how are we to know in which ways the United Provinces departed from some ‘really’ and ‘fully’ modern capitalism after having been preeminent in global trade and finance?\(^\text{208}\) Their political fragmentation became burdensome once the Netherlands was unable to raise enough taxes for war against the unified administrations of its alternating rivals in Britain and France. Furthermore, why did Dutch Calvinists fall behind while Belgian Papists broke through in the 1800s to rival Britain as the world’s most ‘industrialised’ economy by the 1830s? Belgium moved towards modern capitalism through a checkered sequence of constitutional upheavals starting when the French demolished trading restrictions in 1793 and onto a revolution which installed a not quite independent bourgeois monarchy after 1830.\(^\text{209}\)

By then, the World Spirit had pinched itself awake to set about fissuring the Metternich system as the French bourgeoisie retook control of the state machinery from the Bourbons, while revolts flared from Poland to Canada. Britain’s besting of France, its preeminence in the West Indies and on the Indian sub-continent allowed its capitalist revolutionaries to unleash ‘freer trade’ from 1832. Abolition of slavery within the Empire coincided with freedom for employers to work wage-slaves at home as long and as hard as inhumanly possible. By obliterating the distinctions between night and day, ‘Capital was celebrating its orgies.’\(^\text{210}\) London became the capital of a market far wider than any imperium dreamt of by Alexander.
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\(^{205}\) Elizabeth Fox Genovese and Eugene Genovese ignore these criteria in claiming that ‘capitalism had emerged as the dominant mode of production by the sixteenth century’, *Fruits of merchant capital: slavery and bourgeois property in the rise and expansion of capitalism*, OUP, New York, 1983, pp. ix and 4.


\(^{210}\) Marx, *Capital*, I, Everyman, p. 284; Penguin, p. 390; Moscow, p. 278.
Neal introduces C. Knick Harley’s chapter, ‘British and European industrialisation’, by saying that it takes up the continuing puzzle of how European mercantilism eventually developed as European industrialisation ... While ... there was an industrial revolution, its development into modern economic growth was more gradual and less driven by simply introducing factory systems into the textile trades, as striking as those symbols of early capitalism were ... (p. 14)

Despite no ‘capitalism’ in Harley’s chapter heading, he scatters it throughout his text. He too omits to say what he intends by the keyword in the volume’s title, adding to our suspicion that a disinclination to come to grips with ‘capital’ is more than symbolic. He does not get beyond associating ‘capitalism’ with growth, industrialisation and markets in a mêlée of categories burdened by circularities: ‘Britain’s industrialisation had deep roots; produced in an already well-developed capitalist economy that had long been mediated by markets.’ (p. 504)

Slaves

Those markets included slaves, their clothing, and their produce, a cross-Atlantic triangle which poses a conundrum for upholders of an economic order supposedly dependent on ‘free labour’. According to Neal, the U.S. of A. by 1860 was ‘already the largest capitalist economy in the world’, (p. 15) but he does not let on whether that computation includes the slave South. Again, we encounter an inability to disentangle the actualities of capitalism from gabble about markets and growth. Slavery grew. Human flesh was traded. Hey, presto, capitalism. No sooner has Neal mentioned Eric Williams’s thesis that the middle passage to capitalism was through slavery than he diverts onto African markets where, he tells us, slave prices rose but not whether that extra expense might have been connected to an increase in the socially necessary costs of reproducing the human commodity.

More scholarly effort has gone into refuting Williams over abolition than was paid to his insights before the Civil Rights movement and de-colonisation of the 1950s made slavery a hot topic in the ideological Cold War. Prominent US critic of Williams, David Brion Davis, confesses that ‘[a]fter preparing for my Ph.D. orals in 1954, I remained totally ignorant of the work of such black historians as W.E.B. Du Bois ... Eric Williams, C.L.R. James.’ While bourgeois scholars prefer to draw a veil over the links between slavery and capitalism, few Marxists have integrated the second slavery into their ‘transition’ debate, while just as many neglect the second serfdom.

The evasion of the umbilical bond between capitalism and chattel-slavery reappears in Harley’s venture into this uncomfortable topic:

To what extent, then, did the growth of English manufactured goods depend on West Indian slavery? Certainly slave products ultimately financed exports to America. However, the answer to the more interesting question of whether those exports would have existed if slavery had not is less clear. The mainland colonies flourished largely independently of slavery. (p. 504)

That question is ‘more interesting’ because it allows scholars to hide behind a counter-factual rather than face up to what slavery did. Such diversions comfort everyone wishing to wash their hands of the slave-blood that mortared every brick in Bristol. The Cambridge chapter on
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214 Christopher Hill observes that T.S. Ashton, the historian ‘who adopts the most optimistic attitude to the position of workers in the Industrial Revolution has only one reference to the slave trade in his Economic History of England in the 18th Century [1955], and that to “an attempt … to mitigate” its “worst horrors”.’ Reformation to Industrial
'America: capitalism's promised land' gives two of its forty pages to slavery (scattered on pp. 538-9 and 544-5) to conclude: 'For slaves, their ability to invest in their human capital was severely constrained, '(p. 545) unlike that of their owners whose two million slaves in the 1820s represented one third of the wealth in capitalism's 'promised land'.'

From the eighteenth-century, chattel slaves raised tobacco, sugar and cotton for the British market so that the plantations should be treated as part of 'the distinctive, highly capitalistic nature of British agriculture' and not considered apart from its domestic components. E.A. Wrigley writes of a million hectares being 'imported' from the Americas to evade the Malthusian trap. Slavery bore fruit in what now seem unlikely places. The need to insure sugar mills against fire and ships and their cargoes laid the foundations for insurance businesses on which brokers erected the edifice of stock-jobbing. The credit arrangements and long-distance payments for the slaves, for the needs of the plantations and for the several products of slave-labour honed management skills. Thus, more is involved than the purchase of estates by the tobacco lords of Glasgow. British capitalism, moreover, continued to advance through various forms of slavery until the 1920s. Fifty-four years after Britain's abolition of the trade in black skins, Britons were allowed to sell slaves to Brazil. In the early 1860s, London supported the Confederacy to secure supplies of cotton and to stop their being monopolised by mills in New England. During the eighty years after Britain's abolition of slavery in 1833, its capitalists and state expanded their use of bonded labour - 'a new system of slavery' - to do the heavy lifting from Natal to Fiji, and behind the lines in the Great War. Harley's marginalising of chattel-slavery is in line with the treatment of wage-slavery by propertied Abolitionists such as Wilberforce who introduced a Bill in 1799 to criminalise any combination by 'free' workers after he had been panicked by the dangerous classes parading behind banners which demanded the abolition of slavery 'At home and Abroad'. Before the abolition of chattel slavery, the fight

---

Revolution, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, London, 1967, p. 187; despite being overtaken by fifty years of doctoral researchers, Hill's survey is as pungent as it is alert to the need to seek explanations.


217 Wrigley, 2006, pp. 470-1.


219 John, 1953, pp. 139 and 152.


222 Hugh Tinker, A New System of Slavery, the Export of Indian Labour Overseas, 1830-1920, OUP, London, 1974; K.M. Dallas, 'Slavery in Australia', Tasmanian Historical Research Association, Papers and Proceedings, 16 (2), September 1968, pp. 61-76.
at home had been heating up and would boil over in ways depicted by authors whose imaginaries escaped the parlours of Hampshire – Charlotte Bronte’s *Shirley* (1848), Mrs Gaskell’s *Mary Barton* (1848) and *North and South* (1855) and George Eliot’s *Felix Holt Radical* (1866).

Jane Austin set *Mansfield Park* (1814) around an eponymous countryseat of the West Indies planters, the Bertrams. Their fictional plantation on Antigua was where Miss Austin’s reverend father had been the principal trustee of a plantation, a detail forgotten by her familial hagiographers.\(^{223}\) The 1807 ending of the trade in slaves explains why Sir Thomas Bertram had had to travel to Antigua during 1812 on what Austin calls ‘business’, returning with the family’s affairs in order. Profits will flow. Indeed, the real life planters went on living off the proceeds of slavery until at least 1833 when that method of exploitation was abolished throughout the Empire. A sequel to *Mansfield Park*, set in 1834, would portray the surviving Bertram son, Edmund, now a reverend, in receipt of the government’s compensation for having been forced to free his chattels, who got nary a penny. Thereafter, he would live at Mansfield Park without working because his erstwhile slaves had been reduced to his debt peons. The snobs who pride themselves on the prejudice of reveling in the refinements of Georgian England as they sip their Lady Grey from Wedgwood flesh-and-bone china, bristle when the barbarism that underwrote the age of elegance is pointed out, as it was by Edward Said in 1993.\(^{224}\) How dare that Arab spoil the delight in literature by chucking around the muck of Marxism?

**Industrial**

Harley’s claim that a ‘substantial portion of the English labour force was employed in manufacturing well before the industrial revolution’ (p. 502) gains validity only by dating that change, specifying the proportions of full- and part-time, and defining ‘industrial’ and ‘manufacture’, none of which Harley does.

Merely because the text-book version of an ‘Industrial Revolution’ is bourgeois propaganda does not mean that an industrial revolution - as understood by Marx - was alien to the revolution in capital. Their working unity is approached by recapitulating his three pointers: first, ‘industrial’ includes all productive sectors of the economy, including agriculture, and not just machino-facture; secondly, industrial involves a concentration of resources and centralisation of their ownership/control; thirdly, the integration of those two processes spurs the accumulation of capital.

One substantial if lop-sided attempt to weave a version of the Industrial Revolution into capitalism flows out of E.A. Wrigley’s highlighting the shift from organic (timber and peat) to mineral (coal) sources of energy as a pre-condition for continuous expansion.\(^{225}\) He convinces himself that he can redefine capitalism by adding inorganic fuel as ‘a second sense’. Instead of fulfilling the dialectical promise of his title, *Continuity, Chance and Change*, he shackles his first sense of capitalism as ‘modernisation’ to ‘rationality and self-interest’\(^{226}\) and thus leads away from class relationships into technological determinism:

To succeed in breaking free from the limitations experienced by all organic economies, a country needed not only to be capitalist in the conventional sense, to have become modernized, but also to be capitalist in the sense that its raw materials were drawn increasingly from mineral stocks rather than from the annual flow of agricultural production, and, above all, in the sense that it could tap great stores of energy rather than depend upon the kinds of renewable energy sources that had always previously provided any heat or power need for production. The English economy was capitalist in both senses of the word, but the connection between the two was initially casual rather than causal.\(^{227}\) (Emphasis added)


\(^{225}\) Wrigley, 1962, pp. 1-16.


\(^{227}\) Wrigley, 1988, p. 115.
To evaluate the worth of Wrigley’s ‘second sense’ it is necessary to count. By 1830, the total output from ‘steam-engines’ operating in Britain was around 250,000 hp,228 equivalent to the motorised transport today in a town of fewer than 1,000 people.229 Much of that steam-power still went into pumping water out of mines, lifting it from dams to drive mills during dry or icy periods, and to process salt and sugar if the owner could afford the fixed costs of installation.230 Watt’s improvements to fire-engines reduced the volumes of coal needed to apply quantities of heat. The biggest increase in use of coal came with steam-driven transport, some for powering the engines and the rest to fabricate the iron and steel for rails, rolling stock and ships. Even after then, most stationary energy came from wind, water and animals231 – literally the power of horses - but also from humans – which Wrigley brushes aside.232 The bulk of coal was burnt for domestic needs, reducing the demand for peat and the despoliation of forests for charcoal.233

By putting the start of the ‘Industrial Revolution’ back to around 1830, Wrigley allows time for his ‘initially casual’ phase.234 Yet renewables had been enough to help the revolution in capital get under way.235 After that, a non-organic fuel was essential if values were to accumulate without surcease. That connection ceased to be casual, but never proved causal. Replacements of fuel sources do not determine modes of production, any more than a steam engine can turn a tool into a machine. Fuels are ancillaries which do not enter the new commodities bodily - unlike textiles and metals - but circulate only as the value that went into their production. In light of the significance attributed to coal for steam-power by most commentators on their ‘Industrial Revolution’, the forms of capital involved in ancillaries require clarification, a topic about which Wrigley is not alone in ignoring and about which Marx is inconsistent. One straightforward case is the fuel that goes into lighting, heating or cooling workplaces: ‘The product circulates their value in its own circulation, and they have this in common with fixed capital. But they are completely consumed in every labour process that they enter into.’236 That is not always true for fertilisers which share a second feature with fixed capital by not necessarily transferring all their value into a single crop but can enrich soils


232 Wrigley, 1988, p. 74, n. 6. The switch to the inorganic added oil and then uranium. Hydro-power had to wait for the applied science of electricity during a second ‘industrial revolution’ before the twentieth century could become the Age of Dams, a reversal to the organic which depended on the iron and steel from the application of coking coal for reinforced concrete and in the fabrication of the turbines. Now there is a revival of wind and water. Is solar organic or inorganic?


234 Wrigley, 1988, p. 9, and 2006 p. 474.


beyond the period of each harvest. No category error occurs in Marx until he writes about ‘ancillaries’
that enter the product bodily, and not just in respect of their value, as does coal for heating, for example. Here, when the product changes hands, so does the raw material, the cotton, of which it consists, passing from the production process into that of circulation. But as long as cotton functions as an element of productive capital, its owner does not sell it but works on it, makes yarn out of it.

Here, Marx stretches his use of ‘ancillary’ to cover a raw material or semi-finished good. The challenge from this move to his account of the forms of capital is by-passed as he slips into a criticism of Smith and then back to confirm that ‘spinning machines and factory buildings’ are both fixed and constant. 237

What is beyond dispute is that expanded accumulation is as insatiable for the cheapest sources of energy as it is to devour the capacity of humans to add value without interruption. The latter is missing from Wrigley’s capitalism. Rubbing a mentalist modernisation up against the inorganic will not spark life into accumulation. Nonetheless, the demand for coal did mire noble lords in the muck through rents from mining leases 238 and canal investments. 239

Landlords

English agriculture was unique because landowners rented farms to tenants who provided its working capital and hired labourers. This system underpinned the Trinity formula of rent, profit and wages, streams of revenue which Marx considers to be as alike as ‘lawyer’s fees, beetroot and music’. 240 Their incongruity aside, they do have two features in common. First, they all derive from the surplus added by labour; secondly, all are liable to pay ‘interest’.

Although we should not expect economic historians to know more about the theory of rent than Ricardo got wrong by denying the possibility of differential rent ‘as a purely historical fact, which belongs to a certain stage of development of agriculture and which may disappear at a higher stage’; 241 they might at least be aware that landlords were in the grip of financiers. Alongside institutional lenders, the likes of Chief Justice Mansfield could advance £10,000 to the Duke of Grafton in 1762 and comparable sums to other peers, as well as sorting out the financial affairs of the Marquis of Rockingham, the Duke of Portland and the Duke of Newcastle, the latter on several occasions. 242 The grandees carried on under an anti-capitalist mentality, not heeding the cry of ‘Accumulate, accumulate!’ 243 What did it profit the Duke of Buccleuch to have Adam Smith as his tutor? The dissipation of money-capitals was lavish among the Scottish lairds who maintained establishments in both Edinburgh and London as well as erecting castles in the Highlands and converting sheep-walks into deer parks. 244 The grandest

237 Marx, Capital, II, Penguin, pp. 274-5; Moscow, pp. 195-6. Whether the electricity that contributes to aluminum enters ‘bodily’ into that product calls for more expertise in physical chemistry than Marx or even Engels laid claim to.


240 Marx, Capital, III, Penguin, pp. 953-7; Moscow, pp. 814-8.


242 Edmund Heward, Lord Mansfield, Barry Rose, Chichester, 1979, chapter 7.

243 Marx, Capital, I, Everyman, p. 654; Penguin, p. 742; Moscow, p. 595.

of them, the Sutherlands, was preserved from wreck by the vastness of their rent-bearing lands and ruthlessness towards their tenants.\textsuperscript{245}

Harley welcomes Robert Brenner’s picture of capitalist farming as an outgrowth of late medieval class struggles.\textsuperscript{246} However, since those contests had ended some 200 years before the revolution in capital, they could do no more than contribute to the sediment from that previous mode. Harley next leans on Robert C. Allen for the importance of ‘capitalist agriculture’ but does not say whether that category is the same as Brenner’s ‘agrarian capitalism’. Allen credits yeomen of the seventeenth century with lifting rates of farm productivity on open fields before attacking the eighteenth-century spate of parliamentary enclosures for retarding productivity, especially of grain output per acre.\textsuperscript{247} If so, this failure was doubly remarkable because climatic conditions had improved with the ending of the little ice-age by 1700, a condition for ‘growth’ ignored by the Cambridge authors.\textsuperscript{248} Overlooking Allen’s reservations about the engrossing landlords, Harley reports that ‘[a]griculture was unusually productive, probably because of its capitalist organisation.’ (p. 505) Perhaps so, but does that re-arrangement refer to a concentration of resources or to a centralisation of ownership, or to some combination of the two?\textsuperscript{249} The revolution in capital needed both.

Harley endorses an estimate by Leigh Shaw-Taylor that, in 1700 small-scale capitalism predominated in the south-east with three-quarters of the adult male agricultural workforce being proletarian.\textsuperscript{250} ‘Proletarian’ sounds scary enough to be mistaken for Marxism, but English farm labourers at that time were more like ‘the great mass of the French nation’ around 1850, whom Marx portrayed as ‘formed by simple addition of homologous magnitudes, much as potatoes in a sack form a sack of potatoes.’\textsuperscript{251} Harley is apologetic that ‘[a]griculture has featured rather more prominently than might be expected in a narrative of European industrialisation.’ (p. 526) That regret seems apt for a book allegedly about capitalism. Either way, the emphasis on farms would not be surprising had more Marxists accepted agriculture as industrial.

Harley is not alone in making heavy weather out of the relations between farming and processing. Oblivious both to the place of agriculture in Marx’s understanding of industry, and to the re-dating of the start to the industrial revolution to the 1820s, David Harvey could report in 2010

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
that the British upper classes (the landed aristocracy in particular) accumulated far more wealth from rising rents from the mid-seventeenth century [c.1650] onwards than they did from the exploitation of factory labour in Manchester.

One reason for this balance-sheet was that Manchester had almost no factories before 1780, since putting-out dominated its processing. Had Harvey said Lancashire, and not just Manchester, he still would have been wrong. By 1830, he would have been correct for Manchester, by then Cottonopolis, though its steam engines had no more than 5,000 horsepower. Meanwhile, Birmingham’s metal processing remained small to medium-sized so that in 1851, its 500 gun workshops employed an average of six operatives. Manchester had more and larger machine-making and repair establishments to supply its textile trades. In addition, until the 1780s, London held its lead as the capital of world processing, as well as its emporium.

An eternal optimist will be hoping that Harley’s ‘Conclusions: Capitalism and European Industrialisation’ might reveal all. Far from his drawing a distinction between the two, or establishing links between them, he leads us back round and round the mulberry bush of capitalism, growth, industrialisation and markets:

European industrialisation was a triumph of capitalism … Modern economic growth was achieved by societies in which markets became pervasive … In the initial leaders, the Netherlands and England, market capitalism was firmly established long before the industrial revolution … In many places elsewhere in Europe, capitalist roots were deep and growth spread quite rapidly during the nineteenth century. (p. 526)

Weary of chasing his tail, Harley takes refuge into the thicket of on-the-one-hand and on-the-other-hand:

However, large firms employing masses of proletarian workers – a usual conception of capitalism – played a modest role. Large capitalist firms, of course, played their role …

The capitalism that drove growth pervaded small and medium-sized firms … (p. 526)

Given the belated appearance of this ‘usual conception’, are we to assume that it is not Harley’s position?

After cataloguing developments in agriculture, chemicals, glass, food-processing, flour-mills, refrigeration, packaged food, sewing-machines, machine-making and metallurgy, he can

---

253 davidharvey.org/2010/08/the-enigma-of-capital-and-the-crisis-this-time
proclaim: ‘This was the dynamics of capitalism at work on a broad scale.’ (p. 509) Should ‘This’ turn out to be his grab bag of products and processes, devoid of order in time or levels of interaction, what causal connection has he established? None. And if ‘This’ refers back to ‘productivity advance’, we are adrift in the circularity of identifying capitalism with ‘growth’.

**Technology transfers**

One consequence of Harley’s avoidance of capitalist social relations is his digression into the spread of British processing techniques. In doing so, he is not so respectful of Marx as to trace a snippet back to its source to see that Marx’s prediction that ‘the country that is more developed industrially only shows, to the less developed, the image of its own future’, is not about technology but class struggle:

If, however, the German reader pharisaically shrugs his shoulders at the condition of the English industrial and agricultural workers, or optimistically comforts himself with the thought that in Germany things are not nearly so bad, I must plainly tell him: ‘De te fabula narratur!’ ['The tale is told of you': Horace]

Intrinsically, it is not a question of the higher or lower degree of development of the social antagonisms that spring from the natural laws of capitalist production. It is a question of these laws themselves, of these tendencies winning their way through and working themselves out with iron necessity. The country that is more developed industrially only shows, to the less developed, the image of its own future. Marx considers the spread of the class struggle as both resistance and exploitation by concluding his survey of ‘The Working Day’ with a segment on ‘The Struggle for a Normal Working Day, Impact of the English Factory Legislation on Other Countries.’ He is not fixated on the export of machines or the spread of the factory system but is pointing to ‘social antagonisms’, which arise in reaction to the gulf between those who own productive property and those who hold little or none. That was the future in 1867. It has come to pass.

From the final chapter in volume one of *Capital*, it is clear that the transfer of machinery is not what Marx has in mind when he portrays the future because he knew that the secret of capitalist production lay in relationships of power. He thought it the great merit of E.G. Mr Wakefield to have discovered … the truth about capitalist relations … Just as the system of protection originally had the objective of manufacturing capitalists artificially in the mother country, so Wakefield’s theory of colonisation … aims at manufacturing wage-labourers in the colonies …

First of all, Wakefield discovered that, in the colonies, property in money, means of subsistence, machines and other means of production does not as yet stamp a man as a capitalist if the essential complement of these things is missing: the wage-labourer, the other man, who is compelled to sell himself of his own free will. He discovered that capital is not a thing, but a social relation between persons which is mediated through things. A Mr Peel, he complains, took with him from England to the Swan River district of Western Australia means of subsistence and of production to the amount of £50,000. This Mr Peel even had the foresight to bring besides, 3,000 persons of the working class, men, women and children. Once he arrived at his destination, Mr Peel was left without a servant to make his bed or fetch him water from the river. Unhappy Mr Peel, who provided for everything except the export of English relations of production to Swan River!

---

259 Marx, *Capital*, I, Everyman, pp. xlviii; Penguin, pp. 90-91; Moscow, pp. 8-9; for Marx’s application of this principle to American slavery, Everyman, pp. 236 and 271; Penguin, pp. 345 and 378; Moscow, pp. 236 and 267.


261 Landes gives 110 pages to how Europeans emulated the British before closing the gap, *Unbound Prometheus*, chapter 3 and 4.

Unhappy Professor Harley who fails to bring those relations of production, and the class struggle, into either his criticism of Marx or to his analysis of capitalism.

Had Harley bothered to read Marx’s paragraph about the spread of class struggle in full, it is Paris to a peanut that he still would have not seen what it is about. Having shielded himself from such discomfiting prospects as exploitation and violence, he imagines that he is correcting Marx by claiming that the ‘emergence of growth in continental Europe during the nineteenth century depended less on the spread of British-style industrialisation and more on the spread of British-type capitalism and the institutions that supported it.’ (p. 492) Harley never faces up to the fact that those institutions were agencies for class oppression, with state violence ensuring the rule of law. Moreover, when Marx does write about industry in terms of machines and technology he is clear that they also serve as weapons in the class struggle: ‘The machine is a means for producing surplus-value’ while ‘[a] whole book could be filled with the history of inventions since 1830, inventions which were made as weapons for capital to use against working-class revolts.’ 263 Harley does note how ‘British manufacturers chose cost-minimising techniques that used capital and energy to save labour, and British research and development had a machinery-using, fuel-intensive starting point.’ (p. 497) These measures also intensified the extraction of surplus value by driving down labour-times through concentrating labour, in and out of factories. Technical innovations cut production times.

Harley reverts to his misrepresentation of Marx in regard to technical transfers to introduce insights about backwardness and economic development from erstwhile Communist Alexander Gerschenkron who considers it ‘hardly surprising that the generalisations [attributed to Marx] have proven too sweeping to be a totally reliable guide to the complex economic history of modern Europe’ but still appreciates that

[a] good deal of our thinking about the industrialisation of backward countries is dominated – consciously or unconsciously – by the grand Marxian generalisation according to which it is the history of advanced or established industrial countries which traces out the road of development for the more backward countries. ‘The industrially more developed country presents to the less developed country a picture of the latter’s future.’ There is little doubt that in one broad sense this generalisation has validity … But one should beware of accepting such a generalisation too wholeheartedly. For the half-truth that it contains is likely to conceal the existence of the other half – that is to say, in several very important respects the development of a backward country may, by the very virtue of its backwardness, tend to differ fundamentally from that of an advanced country.

It is the main proposition of this essay that in a number of important historical instances industrialisation processes, when launched at length in a backward country, showed considerable differences … 265

To reply that Marx’s concern is with the class struggle does not vanquish the significance of Gerschenkron’s attention to the multiple ways in which industrialisation proceeds since the principle of diversity applies equally to how class struggles manifest themselves. To accept that the emergence of a workforce without productive property is a global tendency cannot tell us a lot about ‘how exactly?’ such expropriation came about in the Argentine, Japan, or Poland during any decade you care to nominate between the 1850s and today. Since Russian agriculture in the post-Reform decades had to move from the corvee to labour-service, the attempts by landowners to import machines and labourers from the West, Lenin notes, ‘could not but end in fiasco’; meanwhile, the ‘other than economic pressure’, to quote Marx, ‘also remained in the

264 Marx, Capital, II, Penguin, pp. 312 and 319-20; Moscow, pp. 234-5 and 242.
265 Harley has lifted his misinterpretation of Marx from Gerschenkron, Economic Backwardness, 1962, pp. 6-7.
Claude Levi-Strauss responded to an allegation from Maxime Rodinson that any undermining of the belief in ‘progress’ would sap the militancy of the auto workers in the Paris suburb of Billancourt: ‘Billancourt would deserve little consideration if … it should feel it necessary to its intellectual and moral security that the Papuans become nothing but proletarians. Fortunately, anthropological theory does not play such an important role in trade-union demands.’ Structural Anthropology, Anchor Books, New York, 1967, p. 331n.
shape of the peasants’ temporarily bound status, collective responsibility, corporal punishment, forced labour on public works, etc.\textsuperscript{266}

For the grace of Gerschenkron’s prose, breadth and depth of knowledge, and subtlety of analysis, it is a pity that more of the Cambridge contributors had not read him.\textsuperscript{267} His essay on a comradely critique of Gramsci’s account of the \textit{Risorgimento} is a model of how a dialectical materialist should seek a ‘hierarchy of mediations’ between the first capitalist revolution and its consequences elsewhere.\textsuperscript{268} Gerschenkron’s warning against the slippage involved in relabeling ‘traits’ as ‘prerequisites’ before discovering them to be ‘causes’ cautions researchers on any topic.\textsuperscript{269}

To think of England as ‘backward’ before the 1820s is at once salutary and teleological. Before then, what ‘forward’ was there for incipient capitalists to be ‘backward’ against? The refusal of the future to arrive prematurely in order to show itself as the way ahead leaves us to travel along what Engels calls the ‘zigzag line’\textsuperscript{270} of lived experience, expressed in Chesterton’s ‘The Rolling English Road’:

Before the Roman came to Rye or out to Severn strode,
The rolling English drunkard made the rolling English road,
A reeling road, a rolling road, that rambles round the shire,
And after him the parson ran, the sexton and the squire,
A merry road, a mazy road, and such as we did tread,
The night we went to Birmingham by way of Beachy Head.

What was true for capital was no less true for the growth models of Quesnay, Steuart, Smith, Ricardo and Malthus which were not advances upon each other in a straight line of march. On some matters, Smith saw better than Ricardo that something new had happened ‘with the accumulation of capital and the appearance of property in land.’\textsuperscript{271} All were limited in their understanding to varying degrees by the level of development of the productive forces and the social relations. In locating their views in terms of class, we are protected against one-dimensional equations by Marx’s insistence that what makes thinkers representatives of the petty-bourgeoisie is the fact that in their minds they do not get beyond the limits which the latter do not get beyond in life, that they are consequently driven, theoretically, to the same problems and solutions to which material interest and social position drive the latter in practice.\textsuperscript{272}

Not all spokespeople for the propertied classes are paid agents, sycophants or self-interested. Those who are, ill serve their Masters by being unable to offer a deeper understanding of the problems than the nation of shopkeepers could carve out for itself. Ever the enemy of ‘the eternal, the natural and the universal’,\textsuperscript{273} Marx was in the forefront of those insisting on specifics and particulars for India and China:

Both the ruin of rich landowners through usury and the impoverishment of the small producers lead to the formation and concentration of large amounts of money-capital. But to what extent this process does away with the old mode of production, as happened in modern Europe, and whether it puts the capitalist mode of production in its stead,

\textsuperscript{266} Lenin, 1964, pp. 193-4 and 219.
\textsuperscript{267} Gerschenkron concealed his Red years in Vienna as successfully he did his debts to Marx, Hilferding and Trotsky for the law of combined and uneven development, see Marcel van der Linden, ‘Gerschenkron’s Secret’, \textit{Critique}, 40 (4), 2012, pp. 553-62.
\textsuperscript{269} Gerschenkron, 1962, pp. 32-33.
\textsuperscript{271} Marx, TS-V, I, pp. 83-6, II, p. 169.
\textsuperscript{272} \textit{M-ECW}, vol. 11, 1979, pp. 130-1. This insight reveals the crudeness of Sartre’s complaint that ‘Valery is a petit-bourgeois intellectual, no doubt about it. But not every petit-bourgeois intellectual is Valery. The heuristic inadequacy of contemporary Marxism is contained in those two sentences’, Jean-Paul Sartre, \textit{Search for a Method}, Vintage, New York, 1968, p. 56.
\textsuperscript{273} Marx, \textit{Capital}, III, Penguin, pp. 451-2; Moscow, pp. 333-4.
depends entirely upon the stage of historical development and the attendant circumstances.\textsuperscript{274}

Hence, the attempts by Harley and Gerschenkron to turn Marx into a cookie-cutter for the transfer of technology tells us a lot about their politics and is a libel on his. Harley’s mishandling of the passage from Marx is typical of a slovenliness by which editors and peer reviewers fail to insist that authors track quotations to their origins instead of recycling snatches from some secondary source. By contrast, the losses from the mistreatments of Marx and the gains from giving him the attention he deserves are trumpeted by G.N. von Tunzelmann in *Steam Power and British Industrialisation to 1860*:

… there is one notable exception – Karl Marx. His analysis is spare and succinct, encapsulating what emerge in my study as the truly significant links between steam-power and cotton. Had his work acted as a springboard for serious research in economic history, not to speak of countless other disciplines, rather than for polemic and counter-polemical, there is little doubt in my mind that the years 1800 to 1860 would not have remained the dark ages of the stationary steam-engine. As it is his points have been forgotten, although they were central to his exegesis of industrial capitalism.

von Tunzelmann did the hard yards to substantiate and refine the leads that Marx provides. How much more of *Capital* von Tunzelmann has read is unclear but, so convinced is he that he is one of the few to have understood the chapter on machinery that he feels ‘free to put forward my present findings … as essentially a new contribution.’\textsuperscript{275}

When Harley directs his attention to Europe, he repeats his distortion of Marx about technology transfers, before claiming that his own error provides insights into ‘the spread of the leading industries of Britain’s industrial revolution’, though he never details which technology transfers or notes that they went in both directions,\textsuperscript{276} with hydrologists from the Low Countries designing canals and Huguenot refugees inculcating pin-making and textile skills.\textsuperscript{277} No processing transfer proved more important than the French discovery of a bleaching powder in the late 1790s which unblocked a choke-point every bit as significant as that cleared by Hargreaves’ spinning jenny in keeping the supply of yarn up to its inventor, who, as a frameworker, had had to find his own weft-yarn ‘by walking three miles to see a spinner he knew, by promising presents or extra pay to her, by waiting.’\textsuperscript{278} In addition, England borrowed large sums from the Netherlands, often to finance warfare.\textsuperscript{279}

Despite Harley’s predilection for Idealist explanations, he is silent on the transfer of intangibles. Around 1812, Cambridge undergraduates Charles Babbage and John Herschel set up an Analytical Society to replace the Newtonian symbols for the derivative of a function with the letters ‘\(d\)’ and ‘\(f\)’ of Leibnitz, causing Babbage to joke that he had promulgated ‘D-ism’ over ‘Dot-age’.\textsuperscript{280} Without such immaterial technical advances, which, as Marx observed, allowed a schoolboy to learn the binomial theorem in an hour,\textsuperscript{281} Britain could never have produced the

\textsuperscript{274} Marx, *Capital*, III, Penguin, p. 729; Moscow, p. 594.


\textsuperscript{281} Marx, TS-V, Part I, p. 343, criticises Hobbes for saying that the inventions of war come from pure science rather than from human labour.
engineers needed for mass machino-facture and steam transport from the 1830s.\textsuperscript{282} Here is the import of ideas without Idealism, an insight absent from the chapter on how Carlyle’s ‘dismal’ few thought about capitalism.

Political economy

Jose Luis Cardoso’s ‘The political economy of rising capitalism’ accepts that ideas can gain a material force before he disables this line of inquiry to rely on words as the prime ‘sources that provide documentary evidence of the formation of the capitalist system.’ (p. 575) Marx’s ‘Blue Books’ are richer about its doings. The attention Cardoso gives to texts on capitalism shows more promise when he seeks ‘the scientific bases for its understanding’, though here too those references must be read through the shifting realities that their authors scrambled to keep abreast of, or to explain away.\textsuperscript{283} Cardoso accepts such connections when he reports that the mercantilists were ‘designing economic policies almost always intending to solve practical problems under particular circumstances’, (p. 578) frequently how to finance war or to suppress dissent.

Following these fits and starts, and typically for a philosophiser, Cardoso boils the significance of the volume’s closing date of 1848 down to a brace of publications by Mill and Marx, thereby missing its single most important event for the future of capitalism, the discovery of gold in California. The revolutionary year sounded not the death knell of the newborn system but the starter’s gun for its lurch towards the global crisis in 1857. Cardoso’s omission of gold is odd given that he patches his chapter together out of lists about everything else. In addition, by neglecting gold, he fails to return to his comments on the Salamanca School as they grappled with the price revolution following the influx of precious metals from genocidal colonisations.\textsuperscript{284} Neither he nor the Salamanca writers connect ‘the diminishing value of coin’ to the quantities of labour-time (value) required for the extraction of silver or gold.\textsuperscript{285}

Cardoso enshrines Adam Smith as the founder of political economy without giving sufficient weight to the fact that he wrote on the cusp of both the revolution in capital and at the commencement of the concentration of processing, and therefore was a long way from ‘founding the science that allows us to understand the changes and transformations of rising capitalism.’ (p. 586) Smith accepted that value could be added by the application of any kind of labour, and not just in agriculture, though he placed it above other sectors:

No equal capital puts into motion a greater quantity of productive labour than that of the farmer. Not only his laboring servants, but his laboring cattle, are productive labourers. In agriculture too nature labours along with man; and though her labours cost no expense, its produce has its value, as well as that of the most expensive workmen.\textsuperscript{286}


\textsuperscript{283} Cardoso’s suggestions on how to connect ideas with actualities pale beside Maurice Dobb’s 1937 Political Economy and Capitalism, which is not in the References, one omission among several, with no Ronald L. Meek on the Scottish school, no Joseph Schumpeter on The History of Economic Analysis, (1953), still less any acknowledgement to Marx’s three-part Theories of Surplus-Value or the commentary running through his footnotes to Capital, and not even a trace of Eric Roll’s A History of Economic Thought, for which, by its post-1945 editions, Roll had shed the ‘-h’ from his given name, along with his Marxism on his way to serving capital as bureaucrat, banker, Labor cabinet minister and life peer, Eric Roll, Crowded Hours, An Autobiography, faber and faber, London, 1985.


Such muddles were unavoidable until the novel relations of production had been built up so that any author might see how much more change might be possible, though not inevitable. Smith’s parable of the division of labour inside a pin factory is, as its author admits ‘very trifling’, and far from the era of machino-facture, a leap beyond the ken of the most of enlightened minds in the 1770s. Smith’s pin-maker employs some dozen hands in a workshop, not a factory; with tools, not machines, and with motive power supplied by the workers themselves. It is far from certain that Smith ever saw the inside of a pin-maker’s shop and perhaps had relied on an essay in Diderot’s *Encyclopédie*. Smith’s failure to mention Josiah Wedgwood’s pottery works confirms a diagnosis of myopia towards the divisions of labour that were to help propel capital towards self-expansion.

Despite a widening acceptance of Smith’s recognition that agriculture is not the sole source of additional value, few writers could see how the division of labour might make a nation’s ‘capital stock’ more productive without adding to the numbers in need of food, thereby creating the crisis of subsistence, since known as the Malthusian trap. As Wrigley would have it: ‘Only when output growth exceeds population increase substantially and consistently can there be grounds for supposing that an industrial revolution is in train.’ The opinions that Malthus collated in 1798 had been correct and would have remained so had growth had to still depended on organic matter for fuels and fertilisers. Until Marx, no Political Economist had grasped that agriculture and processing could grow geometrically, outpacing population, an insight which fueled his fury because the new mode had no excuse for poverty; the venerable vision of communism as Cockaigne, with a superabundance of material goods, ‘no longer seemed Utopian’.

Neither Ricardo nor Marx was smarter than Smith. The difference between them, as Smith set out in his thoughts on why a philosopher differs from a street porter, or a sheepdog from a poodle, was the outcome of the experiences that had formed each. Smith’s political economy had been stimulated by commercial and demographic surges alongside government spending on wars to secure un-free trade. Ricardo was as bright as both of them, but the ruthlessness of his intellect was not why he could penetrate further than Smith yet not so far as Marx. The system was more advanced by 1817 when Ricardo published his *Principles*. By the time Marx returned to his critique of political economy in the British Museum Reading Room during the 1850s, the revolution in capital was at work through every level of the economy.
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Once the ‘gold shit’ had unleashed an unprecedented bout of expansion, Marx’s genius was equal to the tasks posed by its coruscations leading to the implosion of 1857, followed by the cotton famine during the War for Confederate Independence. He could accept the inevitability of over-production because he was among the first to see that the system had broken free from being able to do little better than to stagnate when not contracting. Indeed, that change helped him to recognise the dynamics that validated his analysis past where the system was in the mid-1860s to predict that the centralising component of accumulation would intensify rivalries between firms to unfold into a stage of oligopolising competition, and for Engels to explain how state functionaries could replace the prevailing personifications of capital without abolishing capitalism.

Since Cardoso’s account of the origins of political economy fails to penetrate the heart of capital-within-capitalism, we need to unstitch one more conventional wisdom to see why the Cambridge authors have identified capitalism with ‘growth’.

**Perpetuating growth**

In a text besotted with ‘growth’, it is no surprise that its obverse should get short shrift. Joseph Schumpeter is here on the failure to innovate, but not for contending that ‘gales of creative destruction’ are among the drivers of growth under capitalism. Neal’s ‘Introduction’ does no more than hint that, whatever else capitalism might be, it is not a perpetual-motion machine when he writes of ‘the inevitability of flux in the economic performance’, and of the need to ‘resume growth’ in the wake of ‘successive shocks’. (pp. 4, 16 and 18-20) ‘Flux’, ‘resume’ and ‘shocks’ are about all we hear of the crises of abundance, which, under capitalism, replaced crises of subsistence by producing in excess of effective demand.

Until the 1800s, commentators had doubted whether any economy could move much beyond maintaining its average output so that the prospect of ‘equilibrium’ was to be welcomed as an escape from stagnation if not regression: ‘The most distinctive feature of classical economic growth theory was that it came to see the growth process as an inexorable movement in the direction of a stationary state.’ In 1767, Sir James Steuart broke new ground by proposing that the ever-present danger of a crisis could be managed by filling the gaps in demand between the agricultural and processing sectors through governmental support to refine the innovatory skills of the workforce, as Wedgwood was doing through the promotion of luxury.

Dearth due to stagnant or declining farm production for a growing population had been gone from most of England during the 100 years before Parson Malthus mounted his hack in 1798 on behalf of his pew-owning parishioners burdened with rising poor-law rates following
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the spread of the Speenhamland system of relief\textsuperscript{302} to cope with an escalation in bread prices which had started three years earlier.\textsuperscript{303} By 1820, Malthus - now a pedagogue for the East India Company - had come to fear under-consumption as well as the crises of subsistence on which his reputation festers.\textsuperscript{304} Although he never ceased to contrive statistical ratios for grinding the faces of the poor,\textsuperscript{305} he devoted the final chapter of his \textit{Principles of Political Economy} to the ‘Excitements of wants of the body’ to boost consumption among strata whom Marx dubbed ‘gluttonous drones’.\textsuperscript{306} Having plagiarised his 1798 \textit{Essay}, Malthus was now verging on the original but had come too soon to recognise the inevitability of excess capacity from over-accumulation. For him, ‘[a] glut is said to be general, when, either from superabundance of supply or diminution of demand, a considerable mass of commodities falls below the elementary costs of production’.\textsuperscript{307} Ricardo and Say accepted the prospect of moderate growth but denied the possibility of general gluts since supply seemed unlikely ever to grow far or fast enough to exceed total effective demand.\textsuperscript{308}

By contrast, disruptions are front and center in Marx’s analysis of capitalist growth, with crises, as Dobb puts it, providing its dynamic and the means to enforce equilibrium.\textsuperscript{309} Marx’s crisis theory permeates the four volumes of \textit{Capital}. Just as ‘the commodity-form of the product of labour … is the economic cell-form’, so is ‘the value-form of the commodity’ embryonic for the crises peculiar to that mode since the circuits of expansion that transform ‘a commodity into money’ have to be followed by the ‘retransformation of the latter from money into a commodity’.\textsuperscript{310} Should that reflux of exchange-values and their universal equivalent (money) cease to be possible, their interruption can herald a crisis. The complexities under which each seizing-up occurs are presented throughout volume II with its nonuniform circuits of money-, production- and commodity-capitals; the irregular turnover times for fixed and circulating capitals; and the disjunctions between the outputs of production goods (Department I) and consumer items (Department II). The pivotal role of money-capital in accumulation (M-C-M+) means that a steady flow of credit is essential to keep the other circuits going.\textsuperscript{311} On top of coping with this climate of turbulence, each capital must meet the simultaneous pressures from competitors and its own workforce, which it attempts by a continuous revolutionising of its means of production.\textsuperscript{312} The investments thereby required for fixed capital risk generating an excess capacity to produce, and thence a seizing-up of the demand for production equipment,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{304} Malthus, \textit{Definitions}, 1827, chapter 10, items 14-17.
\item \textsuperscript{310} Marx, \textit{Capital}, I, Everyman, pp. xlvi and 88; Penguin, pp. 90 and 205; Moscow, pp. 8 and 110.
\item \textsuperscript{311} Marx, \textit{Capital}, II, chapters one to four. The labeling of the current implosion of capital expansion as the GFC – Global Financial Crisis – is not entirely wrong. That a crisis of excess capacity would erupt through the financial sector rather than in production or exchange is almost inevitable. The 2008-9 bailouts cleared one blockage to interbank loans.
\end{itemize}
where a contraction in orders is more disruptive than is a lack of effective demand from consumers. The chapters in volume III on the tendential law of the rate of profit to fall and its counter-tendencies take effect only within the forces presented in the previous volumes. Given the improbability of synchronising these elements, capital, even at the best of times, can expand only by grinding its gears and over-riding its brakes while one or more of its pistons misfire. The miracle is that social capital exists.

The revolution in capital – if sustained – makes a general glut inevitable. Equally, a general glut cannot precede the epoch where capital has become the product of its own reproduction (that is, where value is self-valorising). To date the first such crisis is to espy an upper time limit for the revolution in capital. A crisis of over-production could erupt no earlier than 1825 when, as Marx notes, “the periodic cycle of its modern life opens for the first time”, other possible candidates for the initial crisis of excess capacity are 1837 and 1847. That 1857 was one is beyond doubt. Hence, the possibility of a growth-driven crisis falls within the Cambridge volume’s cut-off date of 1848, though none of its authors pays any attention to the prospect. Rather, they operate on notions about ‘growth’ which gained currency some 100 years later without their showing any awareness of the threads, again both physical and ideological, from which their comfort blanket was women.

The capitalist road back

The Cambridge equation of capitalism with ‘growth’ relies on the experiences of capitalism - the treasure of Kuznetsian expansion - across the past 200 years, which, despite recessions and deflationary spirals has seen unprecedented rises in output. Paradoxically, from the 1870s, growth slipped off the agenda as vulgar economists fled from studying the exploitation required for the accumulation of capital to realms of consumer choice. Few now notice Kuznets’s doubts.

In the aftermath of the Great War, challenged by the rise of fascism, the survival of Soviet power, and the likelihood of a new global conflict in the pit of a deflationary spiral, H.A.L. Fisher peered into 3,000 years of European civilisation to see ‘only one emergency following upon another’. The economic depression led Keynes to his under-consumptionist General Theory (1936), a vanity which aspired to Einstein’s. The Thirties confirmed the socialist belief that capitalism was chaotic and wasteful, but generated anti-socialist programs emphasising production for use to be funded by Social Credit schemes. New Deals could not tame the animal spirits prowling the market. Nothing short of world war could reverse the plunge, a whirlwind which blew all calculations off course. In 1943, Paul Samuelson warned that without a planned demobilisation of capital and labour, the U.S. of A. would undergo ‘the greatest period of unemployment and industrial dislocation which any economy has ever faced.’ When Roy Harrod (1939), and independently Evsey Domar (1945), sought the conditions for full employment in the long-term, their conclusions were far from cheery. Not only was capitalism as unstable as Marx had shown but it would achieve full employment only

315 J.L. Van Zanden thought it ‘striking that historians of the Kuznets curve have made various subtle distinctions in the analysis of the actual development of inequality while the concept of “modern economic growth”, the other “variable” in Kuznets’s hypothesis, has been left aside’, ‘Tracing the Beginning of the Kuznets Curve: Western Europe during the Early Modern Period’, Economic History Review, New Series, 48 (4), November 1995, p. 644.
318 Keynes, 1936, chapters 13-15.
by chance. For Harrod, the system lived on a knife’s edge. Despite the Marshall Plan’s stimulus of U.S. exports to Europe and the Korean War Boom, fears of a return to the 1930s hovered into the early 1950s. Domar introduced his 1957 collection of essays by admitting that it may appear strange ‘that of the nine essays, at least four … published between 1944 and 1948, treat growth as a remedy for unemployment rather than an end in itself.’ Growth intensified during an ‘affluence’ underpinned by consumer credit, welfare systems and warfare states – a stream-lining shadowed by ‘public squalor’. Eisenhower-era spending on highways became part of a warfare Keynesianism shielded by an academic-industrial-legislative-media-military cabal. In 1957, however, the U.S. Mandarins were shocked into a new round of planning to overtake the Soviet Sputnik by landing Phineas Barnum on the moon.

Relief on the ideological front was already at hand to counter the appeal of Soviet-style central planning and to derail indicative planning in India, Japan and France. In 1956, W.W. Rostow extrapolated ‘take-off’ out of his study of the British economy during the nineteenth century into a universal account of how to industrialise anywhere, anytime. He spelt out his Cold-War intentions for the neo-colonised by adding ‘a non-Communist Manifesto’ to the title-page of the 1960 book-length version while its back cover blurb proclaimed yet another demolition of Marx. By reinstating dynamics and unevenness into explanations of growth, Rostow’s ‘take-off’ challenged the interwar conservatives who had comforted themselves that industrialisation had not been a ‘revolution’ because it sprawled over several centuries. Economic historians again had to cope with the possibility that a spurt had re-set the clocks. Some of Rostow’s mainstream critics moved the timing from the late 1700s to the railway age of the 1840s. Marxists were dismissive, pointing out how little in Rostow was original and that a cataloging of stages explains nothing about how to get from one to the next. Bogged down in their ‘transition’ debate about what might have happened 200 years before the capitalist mode became dominant, they failed to consider whether ‘take-off’ encoded the revolution through which capital had become the product of its own reproduction.

Neal and Harley’s respectful nods towards Marx suggest that, in the turbulence since 2007-8, even the conventionally wise suspect that all is not well. Still, the Cambridge authors register no awareness that a de-valorisation of capital has always been essential for markets to clear after the creation of the excess capacity from each bout of growth. The Bank for International Settlements warned again in June 2014 that the day of reckoning awaits both those corporates yet to deleverage and governments shuffling along on death-support systems by pushing debt-to-GDP ratios towards 300 percent.

Recent visitations by fictitious capital return us to the crux of capitalism: ‘growth of what?’ Some of its acolytes still think in terms of commodities, but rarely in terms of the value embodied in them by the application of human labour. Marx proved that ‘growth’ is the distinguishing mark of modern capitalism by demonstrating that it can be sustained only through 1,001 ways of intensifying the extraction of relative surplus-value. Slavery and serfdom had

322 The Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the American Economic Association record uncertainties within the highest echelons on how to secure their system’s future, American Economic Review, 40 (2), May 1950.
328 review by Paul Baran and E.J. Hobsbawm, Kyklos, XIV. 1961, pp. 234-42.
330 See my ‘Fictitious capital’ www.surplusvalue.org.au
expanded geographically to secure the means of production that those modes needed to survive—more slaves and virgin soil. The capitalist mode continues to expand spatially, perpetuating its genocides from the Amazon basin to Papua Barat, but far more of its success comes from colonising at home to induce needs through mass marketing before satisfying them—for the moment—courtesy of wallets replete with credit cards. Then the crash. World war redeemed the system during the early 1940s, an option less likely to succeed these days with an excess capacity in weapons of global destruction.

Conclude

Chalk up The Cambridge History of Capitalism as one more triumph for marketing. The University Press, or the volume’s editors, spotted a gap in the ‘Companion’ market which is now so crowded that it would be possible to fill one with the back-cover blurbs of the ‘Companions, Dictionaries, Guides and Histories to this, that and the other thing’ from Cambridge, Oxford and Routledge. Once commissioned, their editors herd cats to cover as many bases as possible, taking care to be nice to the natives, though, with only one woman out of twenty contributors, Neal and Williamson fail the gender-equity test. Maxine Berg, Linda Colley, Leanore Davidoff, Elizabeth Fox Genovese, Sandra Halperin, Lisa Jardine, Rosa Luxemburg, Barbara L. Solow, Joan Thirsk, Ellen Meiksins Wood and Heide Wunder do not qualify even for the References where Phyllis Deane is the token female.

The chosen few tell us a lot about their specialties. Collectively they know next-to-nothing about capital-within-capitalism so that anyone who harvests their details will be scarcely better informed on the volume’s designated subject. Instead, we will have evidence—were any more needed—of the intellectual bankruptcy consequent upon every attempt to deal with how our species reproduces itself under the rule of capital if we elide that second-by-second contest for possession of the product of our labours known as the class struggle. The volume, therefore, confirms the charge that Marx levels against John Stuart Mill, who, on realising that wage-slaves must advance their labour-power to capitalists before being paid, concludes that the propertiless are also capitalists: ‘On the level plain’, Marx tells, ‘mere mounds look like hills. We can measure the imbecile flatness of the modern bourgeoisie by the altitudes its “great intellects” can reach.’ Transposing that dismissal onto the Cambridge authors would be too comforting for Marxists.

First, bourgeois scholarship was not always as blighted as in this collection. We have noted the Germans around 1900 and the insightfulness of the conservative Joseph Schumpeter as they viewed capitalism through lenses ground and polished by historical materialists. No less a figure than the Downing Professor of the Laws of England at Cambridge, F.W. Maitland, recognised in 1897 that scholars could no longer ‘rear the fabric of political and constitutional history without first laying an economic foundation … the day for such castles in the air is passing.’ The theological historian Ernst Troeltsch lamented in 1912: ‘The “Marxist” method, especially those elements within it which seem clearly justified, is gradually transforming all our historical conceptions and naturally it also transforms all our ideas about the present and the future.’ Leaders in every branch of the humanities and social scientists could nod: ‘We are all
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Marxists to this extent.\textsuperscript{336} Solomon F. Bloom made the point in a manner which Marx would have enjoyed:

Some countries may escape the stage of capitalism, and some may perhaps avoid socialism, but none has so far been able to escape a stage of ‘Marxism’. Each great cultural area of the globe seems fated to live through an absorbing and usually bitter controversy over the merits and relevance of the doctrines of Karl Marx.\textsuperscript{337}

From the Institute of Advanced Studies at Princeton, Felix Gilbert declared in 1971 that Marx had initiated the overthrow of ‘an idealistic world outlook’:

Whatever view one might have about the relation of the material to the ideal world and the degree of their dependence on each other, it is no long possible to see ideas as determining events or floating freely above them. After Marx the existence of a close relation between ideas and interest can no longer be doubted and only careful analysis can determine the function of ideas in social life …\textsuperscript{338}

Marxism had offered progressive scholars a star to steer by. Think William J. Baumol, Mary and Charles Beard, Simone de Beauvoir, Fernand Braudel, M.I. Finley, Germaine Greer, Le Roy Ladurie, Wassily Leontief, C.B. Macpherson, Henri Perrine, Karl Popper, Joan Robinson, Oscar Spate, R. H. Tawney, Richard Titmuss and Thorstein Veblen. To compare that galaxy to the Cambridge crew is Hyperion to a satyr.

The Moments of Marxism were more than an intellectual achievement. German professors had ignored Marx’s 1859 \textit{Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy} but attended to \textit{Capital} in 1867. The difference was not because Marx had refined his critique but because of practical criticism from an organised working-class allied to Socialist parties which preached a trinity of truths: first, the irreconcilable gulf between capital and labour; secondly, that the state is a class dictatorship; and thirdly, the impossibility of a fair day’s pay under the rule of capital. For the first time in human history, mass action on a global scale strove to put an end to chattel-slavery, wage-slavery, war, the oppression of women and colonial subjugation. This two-pronged surge of workplace militancy and counter-hegemonic critique threw bourgeois ideologues onto the defensive. In reaction, the vulgar economists shifted their focus from production built on exploitation to consumption in the hope of calculating, as Joan Robinson quipped, the price of a cup of tea as determined by what goes on inside its buyer’s brain.\textsuperscript{339} The neo-liberal triumphalism in today’s academe is the nadir of an age-old subordination of the intelligentsia to the needs of capital.\textsuperscript{340} Faculties of Economics are re-badged Schools of Business in which the disciplines of Economic History and the History of Economic Thought turn out to have been non-subjects since genetic determinism reveals that competition and the market, like the hierarchies of class, ethnicity and gender, are as natural as capitalism, leaving nothing to investigate. The decline is blatant in the enthusiasm for making ideas the motor for economic change. David S. Landes went from a technical determinism of machines and clocks to privileging ideas as the prime driver,\textsuperscript{341} while Joel Mokyr slid from a broadly materialist account to one in which intellectual forces drive his industrial revolution. The Enlightenment now casts a pall over a scientific treatment of the relations between processing and capitalism.\textsuperscript{342}


The revolutionary impulses that fell away after the 1940s revived in the 1960s only to be shattered before the Wall came down in 1989. Again, the sources for that outcome lie within the prolonged if disrupted post-war boom and the moral and material disasters of the centrally-planned economies. The academic Left lost sight of class in a blizzard of Whiteness studies; labour history shrivelled to labour-process studies with no valorisation process and hence no exploitation; environmentalists blinded themselves to the need that capital has to expand by plundering the wealth of nature and shifted the blame for planetary despoliation onto the greed of consumers afflicted with Affluenza.

Marxists, meanwhile, were self-destructing. Neo-Ricardians denied the labour theory of value; technological determinists marginalised class struggle; no-bullshit Marxists reinforced that mechanistic mind-set; the wizardry of E.P. Thompson reduced class to the existential, opening the gate onto a slough of social history; the linguistic turn posited thinking as primary and the world as a text; shame-faced materialists trailed behind the science-deniers who replaced the possibility of relative knowledge about objective truths with ‘truth-statements’; parlour Leninists saw *Imperialism* as a stricture against latter-day colonialism in the Third World and not as a call to analyse and smash monopolising capitals everywhere; cultural critics diverted their gaze from the brutalities of nation-market-states to the intricacies of an imagined community, and even more innately to an imaginary one.

When the kissing stopped in 2007-8, the remnant Left lacked the nous to accept that the Tower of Pisa might be toppling. An implosion of capital was too much for an intelligentsia dependent on Post-ist pop or rigidified by a sectarianism from grouplets and cults unable to seek a crisis theory beyond a single chapter in volume three of *Capital* which, by shearing off its tendential law, they reduce to a falling rate of profit. A sprinkle of *Capital* reading groups has done little to put an end to the twaddle about governments making ideological attacks on education, health, housing, transport, power and water utilities when Neo-Liberalism justifies the necessity that capital has to expand, in these instances by colonising at home. To think that the sell-off of government assets is the result of a bad idea in the heads of nasty people is to blind oneself to the fact that Neo-Liberalism is a splendid idea for the corporates. Moreover, to suppose that an ‘idea’ can determine reality is to flounder in the swamp of German Idealist philosophising of the 1840s when ‘a valiant fellow had the idea that men were drowned in water only because they were possessed by the idea of gravity.’

The gap between the generations of bourgeois intellectuals who had been challenged by proletarian militancy and by materialist dialectics, on the one hand, and the authors of the 600 pages assembled under the false covers of a *History of Capitalism* is not half so dispiriting as its mirror image of the Marxians who struggled into the twenty-first century without having opened *Capital*. Even if we look no further than the matters broached in the volume under review, historical materialists can take heart from Harry Braveman, Robert Brenner, Suzanne de Brunhoff, V. Gordon Childe, Geoffrey de Ste Croix, K.M. Dallas, Maurice Dobb, Benjamin Farrington, Christopher Hill, Rodney Hilton, Eric Hobsbawm, Witold Kula, Bruce McFarlane, Ronald Meek, Rodney Needham, David Noble, Maxime Rodinson, Bernard Smith, Albert Soboul, Dirk J. Struik, Paul Sweezy, Takahashi Kohachiroy, George Thomson, Eric Williams,
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Eric R. Wolf and Ellen Meiskins Wood. The Cambridge collection is no occasion for gloating but one to goad ourselves on to conceptually-informed struggles against the Grand Narrative which is the expansion of capital and which again threatens to end in the ‘common ruin of the contending classes.’

Humphrey McQueen
Canberra
31 March 2015